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! U E IUNIDRS uu-‘MATE '5 GRow|NG (follow the link from: vwvw.upa.org). You can add your
P M part of the commitment of the UPA to " row the rou to our list of Juniors’ teams and/or double dweck

Executive Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MN

8 8 P
Juniors’ Division” - the rst ever National Juniors’ that your info is correct, and nd out who s playing in

Invitational Championships were held in the town that ur area and who needs a coach. There are curriculumsY0
National College Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and tips for you to teach Ultimate in your community , -I

National Juniors Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

North American Co-ed Director . . . . . . . . .

Regional Reports from around the Nation
National Marketing Director . . . . . . . . . . . .

UPA Staff and Contacts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Board of Directors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Inside Out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

UPA Volunteer Spotlight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

\lO')U'llJ'IbLNl.NU4

I I I 'NaI:l0lIa| ]unIOI'§ We will be posting our USA Juniors’ team list here too.

Dave "Mo" Moscoe A couple tips for new players - Etiquette: when
checking the disc in, the Offense offers the disc to the ‘D’.

gave birth to Ultimate, Maplewood, NJ over Memorial There's no reason to SLAP it, a gentle touch will do.

weekend - (please check out the article on page I I ) Cheers are great! Please consider the content (and
Congrats to all the participants: especially the girl's nal- who's spectating - i.e. parents, possible sponsors, young-
ists, Amherst Regional High School the boy/s nalists, sters...) so language matters Leam the rules and know
Brooklyn Tech and the Champions G.U.T.S. (girl's) and them. This helps to avoid unnecessary misunderstand-
Amherst Regional High School (boy/s). I gotta say ings. Taunting the opponents is "against the spirit of the
the boy/s nal game was one of the most inspirational game and should be avoided by all players!’

Boald Prolects - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 games of Ultimate I have ever seen. Endless layouts! Remember, Juniors’ Ultimate is the future of our sport
Upcoming Tournaments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 These kids played with such heart and courage we can Help the Juniors’ Division grow. Play catch with your kid
D; Dise 33 all leam a thing or two from them, I know I did. The sister, brother or cousin. Teach the local boyscout troop
Letter to the Editor 40 words Ken Dobbins spoke to the kids after our Saturday the game. Organize a demo at a high school. You can

dinner really hit home "Spirit of the game is what you make an impact ! ! !

Threads ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ’ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' 40 bring with you when you step onto the eld." P.S. The USA Juniors’ team (headed for Worlds) is

Please be sure to check in on our Juniors’ website looking for sponsors - any leads? UPA_njd@upa.orgFeres ., - ----- ..,,.............,..,.,,,.,...,...,..,,,,,..,,.,,,,.._...,,,.,,»,,,w,.;.w.,m,,}w,w,....,,,,;L..,,,.,..,,,.,.,,,,..,,..,,,,,..,.,.,.,,...,.....W...,,.,....,.,,......,,,....,,..,......,.,...........,.,..,..,...,........,,....,....,...,.....,...,,...,,..,,...,.......,..........,...,............,....,,.,...,.......,.-........, ..

30th Anniversa Article-Part ll . . . . . . . . . . 8 c.o' D ERIES 8' CELEBRAUON. ' Got ma con mm’
ry tion that the Co-ed Celebration IS on on on, for Bonus! All 16 applicants get a surprise packet of

Hi h School Nationals3 ' ' ' ' ' ' - ' - ' ' - - ' - 1 I Labor/Labour Day in Lexington! Thanks Rick Rydz and Ultimate goodies, but I need your mailing addresses.
College 58fl€S ll1l0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l5 crew for coming through with the excellent polo More details to all of you separately...

Callahan \/\/inner; 15 elds. If you hosted, are hosting, or thinking about
Nationab coverage 16 hosting an Experimental Prelim tourney please write FALL SERIES TRIAL CO-ED DIVISION: It's time to

. . ' ' ' ' me (coedisc@speakeasy.org) so I can conrm or re- round up conrmations for the rst Co-ed Regional

CU Dlary at Nationals ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 24 conrm you as part of this series. Your Experiments and Sectional Coordinators! I just sent messages to
24A tribute to Sammy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . can be most anything: Community Service, Spirit of all the wonderful folks who expressed interest, so far,

Sectionals Coverage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 the Game, Gender, whatever you as an organizer have in making the Co-ed Division in the fall series happen.
Top 25 Rankings 29 always wanted for a FUN tournament. Each prelim Write me if you can help out, and write again if you
R I n can wrote and didn't get a real answer...

eg-O aljrfoveage ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' send I- coedisc@speakeasy.org
OUfl'l8l'T\El'\ GWS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joey Gray 5 teams

POStCardS . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (not wekogne to our yew fst connned c°_ed

Summer League Info . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 necessarily only winners), plus organizers (T'Ds) to cel- Regional Coordinators (XRC's - X for the chromo-
Boston |m,;tat;Ona| Resuhs 42 ebrate Ultimate Spirit in Lexington. I'll be at Gender some both genders share): (2 down, 2-4 to go...)

Blender (Toronto) - so nd me there if you have ques-
The UPA NeW_$|<’;"@'i fhe °!_¢!a! PUb|!¢at_!°" °! the Ummate tions! Updates will be at http://vwvvv.upa.org/coed. Southwest Chuck Brunson, Colorado Springs
Players Association, IS published four times per year and h - k ‘

relies on member contributions for its content. Editorial Non west LOIS May ut' Seatte
and photographic contributions am we|come_ WORLDS — Worlds IS a crazy thing... not only can Three more in the works, and...
Editotm Submissions: Amdesl hatter to the editor and National teams go this year,_b_ut there's so_much lush Help - I need a geography lesson! .
features must be typed duble-space and/or an a 3-1/2" space for a multitude of Divisions, for all kinds of Next, we need at least 50% of sections in participating
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Submissions to. UPA Newaeuerl 3595 E_ Fountain B|vd_, to immerse yourselves for an obsessive week with sections are taken, others not. Lastly, here are all the
Suite J2, Colorado Springs, C0 80910. players from around the world. (Aug I5-22, new upa aliases, to be followed by @upa.org, i.e.

Emalll UPa_"@W$|e"e'@"Pa-°'8- Minnesota) The team deposit deadline is NOW—June upa_south_xrc@upa.org. Thanks Chuck (again) for
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|"|Y 315$ 1993- Mid-Atlantic Oen Re ional Reort
On the Cover:
Men s National Champions, UCSB Women s

Finalists, Stanford and Carleton, and the Women's
, , Another spring season has come and gone. And the out the region from Christian Shwoerke's Carolina

Splm of the Game Wlnnelsi 07980“ Mid-Atlantic spring season was-well—weL From Kudzu Co-ed Classic and Scott Sayers’ Regular Romp in
February through May, rain poured down upon virtually the Swamp and the growing tradition of Brain Canniffs

WI Pidllres in this issue are of I998 College every tournament Organizers at WAFC's April Fool's Retired To Stud competitions to a season-ending fete at
Nqgnglg unless Qjefyyige ngted_ Fest arrived for day two to nd the tent blown down Cape Henlopen, Delaware (an alarmingly-hot exception
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and partially ooded elds,*but the teams played on. At to the rain-rule).
conechon: In last Issues Ufumate postcard PADA's Mother's Day, animals were seen paired off and That is it. I have little else to say except to enjoy your
sect-on, Puneetls email should have mad: lined up with some guy who was selling arc tickets. summer league Ultimate and travel tourneys. I hope to
pas"-ch@_c0m Nonetheless, a lot of great disc got played through- see you at Mars! ‘
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Exeunive Diector Head Observer UPA E:i0es@alumni.princet0n.edu E:eri6@access.digex.net Northiast Womens: Peg Hollinger K A tt d \
Bob Byme Vic Kahmi Board Chai UPA E:er1csim0n@upa.0rg 6 Penny Meadow Lane UP 3 GII S
8:‘) Osxgord Lag)#406 31:4 Hljjrnilton Square Rd. ;lt1£l0l0I;L Henry Thoma - itiopkintrgnéob/$301748 N |A convention
C 0 rings, 80906 mi on uare, 08690 11 145 H-dd V rr D I 503-4
HI 7l9-578—5743 HI 609-588-9492 Arlington, MAOZW4 e:A $537 r E$ph0ll@aol.comUPA

. . . '8» .W. 719591 1168 W. 609-716-2695 H. 781 -4886135 H: M2_322_3567 E.upa_ne_wrc@upa.0rg
F: 719591-2451 F: 509275-5550 w: 781-275-1817x103 E:mn_257o@c°mpSeM°m Nmhwa OM. rad; Lynch Urrimare was represented at
E: BOB.BYRNE@UPAORG Ezka h d. F: 781 2752824 - -m "@ptcYa"a"" mm ' UPAE:h .ih @ . 1381Bra c1f0rtDr. 1 N 1; al Intramural
UPA E: upa_ed@upa.0rg UPAE:d1ief_cop@upa.0rg E26@acm.orgUPA E: my “"8 "pa °'g Sa rm: “Q5065 the 998 a '°"

Lynne Nolan " L Recreation Sports AssociationM Ndo C west H.408-427 Z582 . .Andyaorinsmn Mkhad Guiim BoardTreasurer uo 11 1- UPA E:upa_nw_,c@upa_o,g (NIRSA) Convention in Salt Lake
DaveBeller msomew. 59538K551/;::LE:$?£.2£pt #110 7;9591-1158 ‘Sm NW H, 6308962148 Nmhwst Wm“: Sandy Anger“ City. The Convention IS attended

:71 591-2461 . . - by College Intramural and. Washington, DC 20011 UPA E.lynne.n0lan@upa.0rg 456 Frederick Street
H: 2125555819 - 040 .

- -51°‘ @a°l‘°"‘ - Sa Francisco CA94117 Athletic de artments fromw: 212-522-7185 UPA E:upa_md@upa.0rg H— 2°2'29l'7°49 Troy Frever .n P
. . W:711$-363-3885 120201031 Ave ivw “- ““2"2°“‘ across the Nation. The UPAF. 212-522-1957 . W. H9540“

E: 741511550 mum um“ on“ F- 7°3"5"*38‘° 5981119. W/198177 , 4‘ booth was once again giving
' Kate B@f89'°"'G"|| E:bellerd@mdean1.lc1.litel.c0m H. 2o6_3e8_e-r90 5- 5a"dY-a"8°l°$@1Pl-°f8 . .UPA 990 Harrison Sr UPA HM berre,@upa_o,g W ZOWGMS3 um E;upa_nw_w|'(@upa_0|'g out discs compliments of

E:upa_mtemauonaLd"emr@upa'°fg Santa Gala’ CA 95°50 3°34 5“-nu F: .206-616-7452 Southern Open: John Malone Dlscra to Colleges who are"""l"‘°l"l°""i"“°' "“‘°"’557*’7°8 W E11’ waslf ed POB0 18490 alread or are ho in to devel-vacant w:6S0463_0246 Paul Socolow - °Y@"- "18t°l1- " X Y P 8
West 22 0 st UPA E1197-11¢v@f@uPa~912 B51011 R9185 I-‘\ 7°89-’> o Ultimate in their IntramuralE:UPA E:upaJ>r@upa.0rg E:gulleron@yah0o.c0m 475 n _ _ H. 5o4_763_5457 p

_ New York, NY 10011 R onal Coordinators Pro rams. "Ultimate seems toW.-ea,‘ Dim“ UPA E.upa_ncd@upa.org H: 93' W: 5o;H45_3288 8
Cindy rm, om one, E3mr°w@mam_Mgus_edu Central Open: Greg Williams E; roh,,@,,|mare_|Su_edu be one of the hot Intramural
813 Timber Lane Rex O'Quinn UpA 5;peu|_;o(r,rew@ur,a_org all R1d€;"°°:131'9""? /Wt #204 UPA E:upa_s0uth_rc@upa.0rg sports," Sald Michael CUIIEIZ,
FLC0llin5, co 80521H:970-493-1791 2419 N. Lake Court ""195 15- 55415 Swmmwomms. Susan "S n.. UPA Managing Direeror and rep-
E:ClNDY.FlSHER@UPAORG Irving, rx 75058 3”“ “mu” "1 511-871-5357 P0

. Si ' ' e o vention.UPA E:upa_wnd@upa.0rg H: 972-256-2644 Mary Hagler W-5l2'524'29°° egm resematwe at th C n525 NW 1lthA - -W; 2r,H;5,,_5m m5e,agmoor Rd_ F: 512-522-2959 pager . . "5 "The low cost of the sport, Spirit
""'°“ """‘°' - ~ ld co Ewil11155@s9ld1¢um119du °a'"°“""5' Hm‘ fth c b'ned with noDave Mosme E.rex@1phase.com Bou er, 80303 - - - H. 3523-" 0314 0 8 31118, COITI I

- - um E: ntr 1 . - -13035 Apple Pine gr "- 3°34” 2379 "paste a "'C@“pa mg E" spoit@freenetufl edu additional expense for referees
Co-ed oirermr w; 505-5045572 arm womm ~ ' ' -:01il$l;r3§A 95005 my may E;mary_hagler@accessc0m 997 Roimke Roadlenlm Luke" Southwest ow; cams Aguirre helps to put us in a favorable

E_mSaMo0no@aor mm 12755 ss 25111 Street, UPAE:mary.hagler@upa.0rg amend Hers“ OH Mm ‘1)71e‘5SD<évgningSt. position with IM Departments.
' . - ' Bellevue, WA 98005 - - - "5" °°2'° Man of the Colle es wereUPA E.upa_n|d@upa.0rg Peter Giusti H-_2l5'382‘°255 H.303_733_2634

. . 5 0 51 W- 215755-5844 @111 15 . buildin u on the informationNational Masters Director EdiSc|1w@SpQakeasy_Q|'g Szganmrzmeglwr E.ien|uken@c0nCemrk_net UPA E.upa_sw_rc@upa.0rg 8 P
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1 ~ . - -D'a"° Pagel H-912-233.0008 UPA E:upa_central_wrc@upa.org Southwest Womens: Rachel Noble we Provided them last year IS14901 PL SE #1 N," gm; gurgiuur Ejpet is@a°| Arrrm University park use our rob to help take them to the
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Wanted: I999 Board Member Candidates
Grand Prix; College Top 25; Coed Nationals; Marketing Programs; Junior Nationals; Coed Research policy issues

Series; Membership Benets; Long Term Strategic Planning. These are just some of the Oversee administrative operations
spine tingling initiatives the Board considers behind the scenes to make the UPA a superior Approve national competition directors
organization. Approve UPA annual budget

The UPA Board of Directors consists of 12 members. The Board is made up of six
regional representatives, one elected by each UPA region, and six at-large representatives, Please submit a written statement of application for consideration. The application
elected by the membership as a whole. Regional representation ensures a diversity of should include a candidate statement for publication in the UPA Newsletter. The candidate
interests among Board members. Each Board member serves a three-year term; two statement should include a brief personal background statement, an overview of why you
regional directors and two at-large directors are elected each year. desire to become a board member, and a concise description of your capabilities that will

There are currently four board positions open for election to the 1999 board. The make you a valued board member. In addition the application should contain personal
Northwest and Northeast Regions will elect representatives for 1999. The remaining two contact information including telephone number and home address.
board member positions will be elected at large. Written applications should be sent to David Bradbury and David Beller via e-mail to

upa_committee_nominating@upa.org" or in hard copy to the following addresses:
As a board member you will: Dave Bradbury, 179 Woolper St, Cincinnati, OH 45220 or

Set short term and long term goals for the organization David Beller, 4412 15th St. NW, Washington, DC 20011
Vote on all policy matters, including business and competition
Develop issues independently and from outside initiatives Th SlIblI'IiS$iOl\ deadline iS 31.
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111is column will highlight an individual volunteefs efforts and also act as a tribute to all UPA volunteers. Over the
past 30 years these volunteers have helped progress this sport to where it is today. The trek is far from over and
they will continue to be the foundation of Ultimatek growth and success. ~

This issues spotlight is on Eric Simon, read on to see all The people. Ultimate is the kind of sport where you Where do you foresee the UPA in the next 30 years?

he's done for the UPA.

When did you start playing Ultimate?
I973 as a student at Columbia High School.

Who helped you get started?
Those classmates ahead of me. One who I

remember who was particularly helpful was
Dave "Buddha" Meyer. He went on to start the
rst Ultimate team in England. In the early 80's,

while in law school in DC he died of stroke or
aneurysm (or something like that). He was a

really nice guy who encouraged me early on
when I needed encouragement.

What do you remember about your rst game?

have to go out of your way to nd it. In that respect it's a I'll be honest—l have no idea, and I'm not sure anyone

bit self-selecting. Ultimate players are generally else does, either. Thirty years ago, personal computers did-

more cool and tolerant about various n't exist, nor did cell phones or VCR's. Just ten years ago

things than society in general. there was white rule in South Africa and the Berlin Wall

The tournament culture. It's a stood, and hardly anyone had heard of windsurng, now

warm spring morning. The an Olympic sport. FIVE years ago there was no World \Mde ’
weather's great, the sun's just Web, and mammals couldn't be cloned.

starting to warm things up. OK—all that said, it's hard for me to conceive that

Great music is coming from Ultimate will be all that much different than today—in that I

the tent. You're about to join don't expect to see it on popular TV (I just think it's a bor-

/ your teammates to warm up ing sport to watch on ‘H/—just as soccer and hockey, which

for your first game on plush are both so much better in person); or to be varsity sports

grassy elds. You run into peo- (colleges want to cut down on them); or to be an Olympic

ple you have not seen in a while: sport (the Olympic committee is trying to cut sports, too). I

some in a week or two, some in expect it will remain at the club level—kind of like rugby is.

I very much remember my first game. The folks at _' months, some for a year or two. All in all I don't see this as pessimistic. I love the sport, and for it

Columbia High school used to "practice" (our practices a hundred (or, for big tournaments, hundreds of) players to keep going as it is (with growth of course) is great. I do

were simply pick-up games) at a lit parking lot—and my are there to play. Discs are starting to y, and you have see it growing tremendously—more colleges will play, and

best friend at the time, John Husted-Sherman and I decid- two whole days of Ultimate ahead of you. Is there any- the high school division will grow exponentially.

ed to "join the team" (which really only meant join in the thing like that feeling? I'm thrilled to have had that experi- But I also don't see a whole lot of corporate money

pick-up games). I was a bit nen/ous as I entered the game. ence too many times to count over a quarter of a century. coming into the sport. Face it: all you need to play is a disc

I made this great cut in the end zone, someone threw me and a eld—not like, e.g., skiing where all the manufacturers

the disc, and a microsecond before I was about to catch it, Worst thing about the sport? have all this great (and expensive) equipment to sell to

I tripped backwards over a curb and saw the disc y over Almost nothing. I suppose the only thing I can think of participants.

my head as I was falling down. I also remember, however, is that there doesn't seem to be enough peer pressure to But who knows? If an Ultimate player won the power-

that later that point I scored the rst goal of the game—and get the bad elements out of the game. I suppose part of ball lottery and funded a bunch of Ultimate projects; or if

that John scored the rst goal on his team.

Best experience playing?

our general tolerance (which is usually a good thing), is someone like Michael Jordan, or Chelsea Clinton, decided

that we are too tolerant of those who mess up our sport— to play Ultimate, it could completely change the landscape.

those who are too violent, or can't control themselves. Perhaps the seeds are already planted for changing the

Wow. It's tough to pick a "best" in 26 years of playing. landscape. The work Joey Gray is doing with the Co-ed

Let me pick a few moments, in chronological order: (I) What positions have you held within the UPA? Division is great for the sport, and might have a huge long-

winning the rst two games of I978 Easterns, nding "out A lot. I was a UPA Sectional Coordinator from ‘I980 term impact. Co-ed of the future might help preserve the

that two other midwestern teams also won their rst two through I982; the Mid Atlantic Regional Coordinator for best elements of Ultimate in the past. But the best any of

l games (at a time when 'midwestern Ultimate’ was consid- IO years after that; UPA Board of Directors for the past I0 us can do is make a wild guess.

ered second class, and creating this huge "spirit" cheer.); years; Director of Competition for 3 or 4 of those years; In any event, if players like the way things are going,

(2) winning the first ever Central Regionals with Michigan head UPA Official at numerous Nationals, Easterns, etc.; they should support the UPA. If they don't, they should get

State (a team I founded) in Madison in May of I979 and hosting and running, in DC, Easterns once and Nationals involved and help shape the course of Ultimate's future.

getting picked up by my teammates and thrown into a twice; I created and continue to do the UPA College Top All it takes is some good ideas and a willingness to work to

lake; (3) winning Sectionals here in the DC area (perhaps 25—this is the II’>th year; chair of the Standing Rules com- try to make it happen. College Ultimate had been talked

I982?) after finishing second to U.Va. for so many consecu- mittee for 6 or 7 years. I'm sure there's more that I've for- about for years until Andy Borinstein helped-make it hap-

tive years; (4) meeting my wife at I984 April Fools Fest; (5) gotten. pen in I983. A Grand Prix idea had been around for over

my wife and I both going to Oslo for the I990 World IO years, until Henry Thorne took the bull by the horns this

Championships (I was on the US Masters team, she played What are some of your other contributions to year and made it happen.

on the Women's team), getting the rst diving block in the Ultimate? In the meantime, for me, I'm close to "retiring" and leav-

nals; and both of us winning the tourney, and; (6) playing I've started alfew teams (Michigan State in I975, which ing the game in the hands of the next generation. This is

with my wife on corporate teams we had started in the went on to be a power in the Mid-West for years—Regional probably my last year as a board member—and my playing

WAFC Summer League, with my kids on the sideline. And I winners from I977 thru I981; finished 3rd at the UPA is limited mostly to summer league these days. But it

expect to be doing this last item again by the time this
issue is in players hands.

Best thing about the sport?
Almost everything!

Nationals in I979 and I980). Soon after I moved to DC, I doesn't matter the level--when that game is about to start,

started the rst women's team there (called Galaxy the rush of adrenaline hits me just like it did when I played

Ultimate, then Andromeda), and, with my wife Sue Wallace in the Masters nals at Worlds, or Nationals, or high school

(who I met at an April Fools tournamentl), started the sec- games 25 years ago. But now I get to play it with my wife

ond women's team there (originally called Squeeze). I as a teammate on the eld, and my kids playing on the

The way the game is structured, for starters. Look, when started the Washington Area Summer League (which is sideline. I love this game!

you play pick-up football as a kid, everyone wants to be now in its 16th year—over 75 teams competed last sum-

either the quarterback or the receiver. In Ultimate, every mer), and from that, started the (second incarnation of) the
player on the field is a quarterback and a receiver. Washington Area Frisbee Club in I987. I'm the author of

The disc itself. A ball can only travel in a parabola—pretty the Tournament Format Notebook, and co-author, with Sue,

boring after a while. A disc, on the other hand, can cun/e, of "How to Start an Ultimate Team," and "How to Start a

bounce, hover, y in a double helix, and oat long enough Summer League."

so that there are more dives in a hot game of Ultimate
than any other sport.

l
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perception was that Ultimate was so far away from main- The game — along with displays of distance, accuracy,

stream that it was not even an option worth getting exer- maximum time aloft, Frisbee golf, freestyle and, the most
' iicised about. popular event, dogs catching discs — was played in front of

50,000 fans who were given free admission.
TO BE OR NOT TO BE REFEREED ‘Wham-O was always looking for a game that wasn't Q

When Toad Leber's National Ultimate Alliance began play- Ultimate," Leiwant said. "They didn't want a game they did-
ing with referees several years ago, it was a radical idea to n‘t own. They didn't own Ultimate." Columbia High's
some. But, the truth is, Ultimate's founding fathers always founding fathers had copyrighted the rules.

allowed for. the possibility that there might be zebras "I knew it was a failed concept because Ultimate players

abounding on Frisbee elds. had no money to buy nets," Kalb said. "Nobody was gonna
The rst "Ofcial Rules of Ultimate Frisbee," written in buy them, nobody was .

I970, contained a section entitled "Ofcials," which read: gonna set them up and
A referee or referees may ofciate, and if so their decision nobody was gonna play 9 S

must be nal. If no referee IS available the two teams play the sport hy Adam Zaeoha and Erie Simon

on an honor system, settling disputes by ipping a coin or A year later, Wham-O
by some other such method_" promoted another varia_ During Ultimate's formative years - the I970s and early I980s - the sport's rules and customs were constantly

. . . . ' ' . ' I t h k h h d:
t Indeed, in the rst intercollegiate game ever - played tion called "Hot Spot" morphmg and evolvmg Her“ a °°k at some O t e ey C angest at occune

between Rutgers and Princeton on November 6, I972 in and the 5th edition rules TIME vs. POINTS: After playing two 24-minute halves throughout much of the 19705 and early '80s, the I981
front of about 1,009 spectators _ Leiwant Wore a striped aetuay incorporated Nationals used the short-lived "Schmidt Rule," which said that a half had to end on a_score_.

-acket and Served ref th - A St 1975 At the I982 Nationals, the men first played to points, while the women still used time; in I983, both played to
l ' em In ugu ' points. West Coast teams played to points earlier and more often than their East Coast counterparts.

And, in I974, Simon remembered playing a refereed The end zone had two -

game for Co|urr-‘bra High against East Brunswick High, with squares, ca||ed "Hot THE STALI. COUNT: lntricately connected to the issue of time was the question of the stall count. The original
- - rules made no provision for stalling and Jon Cohn — a Columbia High alum who became the rst Cornell University

whom CHS had gotten mm a st ght the last time the two Spots". If a team Scored captain - was fond of pointing out a glaring weakness in the rules: if you were leading by a goal in the second half,

teams played. Wearing a black and white shirt and a WhlS- in the square, It resulted your best strategy was to let the pull fall to the ground, and then walk off the field and wait for time to expire. To

t|e, |(a|b was the ref_ in a 5_pojnt_score; the combat thetso-called "J.C. Rule," a stall count was instituted, then changed from I5 to I2 and, nally, I0 seconds.

,, - - ,, - - By the time the 4th edition rules were written and published by Irv Kalb in July I973, the rst — albeit limited -
Nobody thought lt was a blg deal’ Slmon Sad‘ "We rest of the end-zone was step had been taken: "A person may never intentionally stall the game." That was it. No specics or nothing.

thought we needed It for protection." worth 3-POIFITS. Eventually, a I5-second stall rule was introduced, but it was understood that stalling wouldn't be called unless it

"People think that we had a real vision of the sport with- Hoping to get Wham- was ‘e“'e'd§ ‘he eh‘? °‘ ‘he hell’ °' ‘he ehd °‘ ‘he 3ef“e- _" we‘ a '°h3
t . . . . . transition from "stalling" to using the rule as a defensive aid. It was consid-

out referees,’ Kalb said. "(But) anyone interested in the O to promote some kind of Frisbee eld sport, Kalb actually eted eehtte to the S -ht et the eme thee h that htese had ette be
_ _ iv PI 2 ( 2 P Y

sport was playing. We didn't have the luxury of having referees" agreed that Rutgers would play an entire season using the made part of the rules) to call stalling as soon as the marker reached the

"It grew a lot — this thing of the sport without referees. "Hot Spot" rules in I975. Rutgers played half a dozen ‘h'°‘"e‘-
That was not the original intention." games that season, but eventually the idea was scrapped by END lattes: The eth edttteh three arse Stated that: .Beth end whee are

Originally, because most OI the CHS players knew one the players. 40 yards wide, of equal length, and as long as possible." Can you believe

another from high school - and even kindergarten - there While the UPA's experience with Crown Royal in the early ‘he‘7 The'e We‘ "° Sueh ‘h'"8 es e'°88!"8 '" ‘he ehd l°"e heel‘ ‘he"- Y°“
. t, . . h . . could be one inch away from the goal line and throw a 50-yard bomb for a

was no need to delineate a Spirit of the Game. College 19805 and Jose Cuervo in the early 19905 IS not a perfect eeete

captains would set the tone for their teams by telling them parallel, the "Netbee" and "Hot Spot" experiences rst As TIME magazine wrote in 1975: "Goals are scored by catching the

the opponent — generally captained by a buddy — was cool showed Ultimate players that corporations wanted conces- Fhshee I" ‘he ehd l°"e' ‘”hleh_ee" he es deeP_e5 ‘he Fhehee ‘he? ‘°' ‘he
. . . . . receiver cares to run." By the time the 6th edition was approved in
if a disagreement arose. As the game spread, and more sions in return for marketing the sport. Fehhtett, ten, hmtted ehd whee were rhttedheeet At that herht the held

and more people played WhO didn't know one another, the ' was 60 yards long with 30-yard end zones (so as to fit on a football eld).
rt ‘t’ f f ‘ct’ Th 1979 UPA N t‘ | F Originally, of course, "the Ultimate Frisbee eld (had) no lateral bound-

gppto tum leesd orb" ‘En tamée b e t b at lonba S C Th. U ft h c . d I . t aries,” meaning that it could theoretically stretch around the entire world.
ina s eatur a enc -c earing raw etvveen G ass oro itrty years a er t e game was invente , U timate p ayers “Nether hehhdehee/, hke the hvet ehd tetheed th the cehhhhte high path

State and the Santa Barbara Condors. (In I980, observers are Stlll debating many of the same questions that Kalb and ing lot, were recommended, however.

made their rst appearance in a UPA Nationals nal. his crew rst dealt with in the heady days when some imag-
While the "Spirit_of the Game" was referred to by players ined ha "Monday Night Ultimate." deehhe e teht eh e eethpteted ease tt e prayer who weehit e greet thtewet

from early on, it wasn't until I979 that Roddick wrote the The Wall Street Journal story merely crystallized those caught a pass from a thrower who was fouled, the offensive team might

rst "Spirit" clause into the 7th edition rules. In the issues and redivided the camps. Some say the story set the eh°°5e ‘° have ‘he ‘h'°""e' Pee‘ l‘ egelh 5° ‘he‘ ‘he hhskllled 'eee“’e'
. . . wouldn't get the CIISC. Instead of declining the penalty, the offensive team

November I980 issue of the Newsletter, Kalb summed up sport back a generation and makes it harder to sell the wehtd eeeeet it ehd Send the diet heete

his friend's intention: "In the sport of Ultimate, we are in the game to young people, their parents, administrators, and, Additionally, early versions of the rules provided that defensive fouls

privileged position of having a choice. On the one hand, perhaps most importantly, would-be sponsors. Others say e8el"$‘ ‘he ‘h'°‘"e' ‘"e'e °"'Y ‘°“'5 I‘ ‘heY ”$'3"‘hee"“Y e“ee‘ed ‘he lgh‘
. , . . . f h d' "

since we dont have referees to regulate our actions, we the piece was merely an accurate portrayal of varying por- O t e 5°
could have total chaos where players do anything to win. tions of the Ultimate community — some players are com- THROWS: The rst Ultimate players primarily used the backhand and the

Or, on the other hand, we can have a fundamental under- bative, some ght, some drink on the sidelines, and some Pvelhehd ""_'l§“hP- W"5“"P$ "‘_'e'e ee5Y ‘° hleek hhle“ ‘he ‘h_'°""e"
. . . . . . . . . |umped during the throw, While that was clearly a traveling violation, it

standing among players that it |ust isn't right to do the smoke pot. Some even revel in the rebellious picture paint- wee uhtveteehy hhdeteteed that that type et ttevehhe was eh exeeetteh te

wrong thing. It is the responsibility of all Ultimate players to ed by the Journal story. Still others couldn't care less what the rule. It was not until 1975 or so that people started calling traveling on

choose the latter, that is what makes us effect the article had. ‘he "‘"l$““P- Whleh e°""‘h"‘ed ‘° he demise-
. . . Kalb and the rst Columbia High players certainly didn't have the fore-

dlerentu Thls has been the case from Day One‘ The commumty hand in their repertoire. In part, this was because the old Masters discs

Still, the rst-ever Newsletter cover depicted the headline, has always been divided over what it wants. Should it be a had ridges going way down towards the edge, which made it hard to

‘The Referee Question" and compared arguments for and widely accepted sport taught in schools, known to the aver— ‘h'°‘" e lele

FOULS: Offensive teams used to be able to choose whether or not to

. . . . . It ’t t'l K lb tt t k th I te at'onal Fr'sbee Association's
against the adoption of zebras. a e "Joe Six ack," refereed like other s orts and featured in waSn- um a wen 0 a e e n m ' - ' - . - “8 P P Master's skills test, and saw \ctor Malafronte throwing a "sidearm in

the Olympics? Or should it be an alternative, community- Califomia in 1971 or '72, that he even thought it was possible.

based game known on|y to those "We all looked at this thing, and we tried, and it was impossible," Kalb

. who about it’ free of ofdats recalled. "We would try, and it would flip over. We thought somebody had

' inserted the throw in the manual as a ]0l(€. When we got out to the West

and featured on a tight-knit circuit Coast, we were blown away. (Continued on next page)

devoid of sponsors and outside inter-
ference?

"It's amazing how we're exactly

how we were (20 years ago) at some level," said Tom

TO POWER OF THE CORPORATION Kennedy, the founder of the Condors and the UPA "There

When Roddick, who starred at Rutgers, went to work for is and always will be those who want it to be the very best
the Frisbee manufacturer Wham-O, the Ultimate community and the others (who are happy the way it is)."
got its rst taste of corporate America and the pleasures and More than two decades after they helped found the sport
perils associated with it. Roddick eventually used his inuence at Columbia High, Leiwant and Kalb symbolize the commu-
to make Ultimate the ofcial Frisbee sport - but it took time. nity's divergent opinions on Ultimate's fate.

At the World Frisbee Championships at the Rose Bowl in "My personal feeling is that people can sing and dance all

Pasadena, California in August of I974, Eastern Ultimate they want, Ultimate is never gonna be a big sport," Leiwant
stars played a demonstration of a team field sport called said. "It's never gonna be professional. It's tough to be a

"The Frisbee Game" — also known as "Netbee" — which was big TV sport.
promoted by Wham-O (Ultimate players called it "Bozo Bee.") "People had their dreams and that's great. There hasn't
The game had two teams playing each other as in Ultimate, been a (new) team sport that's caught on (in recent memory).
but the object was to throw a Frisbee into a huge net which It's been a long time."
was guarded by a goalie, similar to soccer. Only six players Leiwant believes Ultimate players should be pleased with ¢~

were allowed to cross a midfield line and play offense. the progress the sport has made in 30 years
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The voice crackled over the walkie-talkie For Caruba, Ultimate provides a commu-
held in Toumament Director David Caruba's nity for troubled kids. They can be individu-

hand. "Anything else we need, Dave? What alistic and yet at the same time feel the

about the cones?" spoke UPA Juniors’ sense of belonging. Plus the system of of-

Director Mo Moscoe. ciating allows them to call their own fouls.

"Yes, that would be great it you could get I think many of us stuck with Ultimate for

the cones. There's a soccer tourna- much the same reasons.

ment coming for the elds at 6:30," Almost single-handily Caruba made sure

responded Caruba. High School Nationals was going to happen.

"OK, I'm on Cone Patrol." He began organizing a year ago; acquiring

David put the walkie-talkie down, UPA sanctioning, recruiting high school

glanced back at the ten kids from St. teams from around the country, and han- -
Paul packed into the jumbo-sized dling all the administrative difculties that
Ford Econoline and careened around go with running tournaments.

the corner. It almost fell apart. The eld site he

We were on the way to the Seton reserved l0 months ago was taken over at

Hall dorm rooms with half of the the last minute by soccer moms connected

Minnesota Raging Safari team, dis- with City Hall. Vlth no option but to cancel

cussing the rst Nationals tourna- the tournament or somehow get the elds,

ment to be held for the Juniors’ Caruba led a lawsuit against the City. Just

Division, aka. High. School, and before the court date the lawyers worked
what it meant for the kids involved. out the arrangement and the elds were

"They get to hang out, play disc, rightfully returned to Ultimate.
The tournament must

__ go on!

THE TEAMS

Eighteen teams came
from nine different
states: Washington,
North Carolina,

Tennessee, Illinois, New
York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts,

Colorado, and

Minnesota. It seemed

as if each represented a

different aspect of our
game.

Science Women's team
wore tennis shoes on
the eld whereas the
Women's team from
Seattle had two choices

of matching uniforms.

The Co-ed Minnesota
group kept alive the
Midwest tradition of

and meet people from around the country. men playing in skirts, while a few players

What's not to like?" from Denver's Amish Squid Farmers played

Indeed. What's not to like? barefoot.
Amherst brought their

Vars' dt the to r-_ _ rty squa 0 u

nament while Chicago's

1993 |'|l |I $B|l00| N€lll0lI|S I out having ever played

competitive Ultimate.
They didn't have forehand *
throws, and in a remark-- able coincidence featured' I I shirts that looked strikingly

similar to the tees worn by

~ by '|'|]||y |_g||||3|1||| the original Columbia High

Schoolers.

THE TOURNAMENT While the New York

1998 Juniors’ Nationals wouldn't have Borough teams Brooklyn Tech, Horace

happened without David Caruba. A pas- Mann, Bronx Science, and Stuyvesant came

sionate, energetic and determined individ- to the tournament in cars or by train, most

ual, Caruba took it upon himself to com- teams spent money on plane tickets to be

memorate the 30th anniversary of the able to compete, like the two teams from

founding of Ultimate (when he was but 3 Washington state.

years old), with the rst-ever Nationals at the Since 1982, Mary and Jeff Jorgenson

place where it all began-Columbia High have been building an Ultimate Mecca in

School in Maplewood, New Jersey. Seattle. Originally competing in disc sports

Caruba has spent much of his life work- as world-class freestylers, the Jorgensons

ing with high schoolers and found Ultimate founded the Seattle Adult Spring League,

the ideal vehicle to support kids that need- and later, a league for junior high and high

ed it most. school kids. They discovered more success

"l saw Ultimate as a way of reaching kids in implementing Ultimate programs in

that fall through the cracks of mainstream Junior High rather than High Schools, which
sports," Caruba explained to me. typically have more sports programs than i
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emotion propelled Tech to a 10-8 half-time put points on the board. They scored four revealed many of the issues facing Ultimate
lead in a row, capped by a big huck from Nugent, as it continues to grow.

From both sides of the field a near-con- to tie the game at 14. Amherst scored again Dobyns was asked his opinion of referees
stant din of cheering for Tech lasted after a controversial sideline call (the finals in the sport, to which he came out in favor
throughout the entire game. Tech provided were played with "passive" obsen/ers, of line calls and up-and-down calls. Passive

the fireworks with amazing layouts and empowered to make calls only when called obsen/ers were used for the Men's finals,
blocks on every possession. Chants of upon by players) for the rst lead of the and were an integral part of making the

"Tech, Tech, Tech" game at 15-14. game run smoothly. Can and should we
came from the Amherst was fired up. It was live by the take the next step?
Minnesota, Colorado sword, die by the sword for Brooklyn Tech Although the tournament was over all
and Tennessee teams, as star player Shinobi could not find targets extremely well-spirited, there were notable
from the Scarsdale, for his throws. A nal turnover by Tech gave exceptions. A dispute between the Seattle
Bronx Science, and Amherst the opportunity to win. They and Stuyvesant women was settled amica-
Stuyvesant schools; moved downeld patiently, keenly aware of bly, but not before 10 minutes of argument
almost everyone Tech’s shifting defense, and worked the disc time elapsed. One particular hothead on
seemed to be trying to into the end zone for the 16-14 victory. the Amherst Men's team was taken out by
equal the heart that The Amherst team plowed onto the eld his coach after showing the disc to a Tech
Tech put in with their as several Tech players collapsed from player and almost starting a ght. What
own display of spirit. exhaustion and disappointment. Amherst happens with teams on the club circuit,

What made the had made an amazing comeback, but the when an authoritative coach is not present
Brooklyn team so heart and soul still resided with Brooklyn. to lay down the law?
entertaining was their An Amherst sweep looked possible, as One of the biggest issues in Ultimate is

almost complete disre- the Women's team matched up with their funding. Our player supported non-prot
gard for Ultimate max- newly-found friends on the Stuyvesant government, the UPA, has little money to
ims. They rarely sub- Sticky I-"angers squad. Like Brooklyn Tech, support tournaments or fund leagues. The

Stuyvesant featured a division clearly needs administrative support
team comprised of if it is to make its way into high school and
mostly Asian-American junior high programs across the country.
students and shifting We as players, from the Juniors’ Division
defenses. to A—level club teams, need to address these

Stuy had nar- issues if continued growth is to occur.

rowly defeated At the heart of Ultimate lies a erce indi-
Amherst on Saturday viduality. Every team, every league and
by a score of 12-11. It every advancement that occurs in Ultimate
was clearly going to be happens because of one individual. It is up

a good game. to us to make things happen. But we need

Amherst may to insure that enough forward-thinking indi-
have used up a lot of viduals do not get stymied by lack of sup-
strength in their long port from the administrative level.

game over Seattle. The There was also a rumor that several High

Northeast versus Schools had parents that took their kids out
Northwest rivalry of the Ultimate program after reading the
seems to run in the Wall Street Journal article. I did my best to
Juniors’ Division as get to the facts of the case, but the facts

well, as one of the were not there. It was one big rumor, prob-
Amherst players cond- ably caused when one Corporate dad hap-

- ed in me that Stuy, pened to read the article and immediately
stituted, preferring to keep players in for Bronx, and Amherst had sort of bonded scolded the sport of Ultimate.
stretches of 5-6 points at a time (which together in opposition to Seattle. They did- I had a great time at High School

unfortunately led to several stoppages of n’t have the same intensity against Stuy that Nationals. Everyone involved had a great

play as players cramped up frequently). they had in the Seattle match. time. I'm looking fonrvard to next year!

They didn't seem to run any plays. What Stuyvesant doesn't call themselves Sticky Special thanks to David Caruba and the
they did do was run hard and fast and dive Fingers without reason. I watched them CHS crowd for making this tournament hap-

for every disc. nearly defeat several Club teams this past pen.

In fact, they performed so awesome for Fall. They are quick and they catch a lot of
so long that the crowd was holding their discs.

breath for the end of the game to come. Stuy had defeated cross-borough rivals

V\f|th Tech leading 14-10 the cap was Bronx Science in a quick match, and rested

enacted. Mo Moscoe calmly announced the while Amherst fought Seattle.

2-point addition, game to 16. The sudden Led by captains June Bae and Chrissy

intrusion of rules seemed to confuse Tech. Kourhioti and nals MVP Nancy, they were
It might have dawned on them that there able to defeat Amherst. It was close

were beating the undisputed king of high throughout with Stuy clinging to a 2-goal

school Ultimate by four points with only two lead when the cap was called at 11-9 Stuy.

more to go. They were nally able to close out the tired
They lost condence in their play and Amherst squad 13-9.

hoped only that Amherst would give them "The Amherst women are greatl" spoke
points. Instead, Amherst saw an opening the Stuy girls in unison after the Nationals
and took it. Finals victory. It is clear that the two teams

Tech had put a box-in-1 defense on found a lot in common with each other. In

Amherst's 6'4" co-captain Josh Nugent that fact, after all the games were over, the
successfully stymied Amherst's offensive cones were taken dovim, and teams were
ow. But Nugenfs persistence started to lining up for rides from Caruba's shuttle ser-

pay off as he and Amherst were able to vice, the teams were exchanging traditional
make the necessary adjustments late in the cheers.

game. "1,2,3 Sky for me!"
Amherst turned up their play while Tech "1,2,3 Layout for me!"

suddenly seemed to forget how to run an And they did!
offense. They began relying entirely on
Shinobi’s deep hucks, but this time there THE ISSUES

was no one to catch them. Finally, it should be brought up that this
While Tech oundered, Amherst patiently tournament, like many around the nation,
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I practical. To begin with, the rules do not work well in the Women's Division, and secondly

E they may not be able to generate fan support when it is pretty clear that our marketing

I I and promotional efforts are close to nil.

Still teams on the whole seem to favor the rules. I think the alleged difficulty in getting

1 by Tony Leonardo enough ofcials is a false trail, but concerns over ending our unique self-officiated system

are justied.
This yeafs premier Collegiate tournament, the May madness if you will, was marked by For I998 Nationals the standard system of observers was used. The observers were not

two nal games that went down the wire. It was the seminals that were predictable and empowered to make foul calls, but they were able to make active line calls. In the

the I-Tnals that were intense hard-fought matches. i instance of a foul call, a player had the choice to appeal the call to an observer. This

Many teams had the benefit of playing each other in featured tournaments throughout seemed to work pretty well as disputes that could not be settled quickly on the eld were

the year. It helped teams improve the level of play and it also brought increased attention often brought to an observer for a quick and nal decision.

to the Callahan Rules, most of which appear to be supported by collegiate teams. There are some issues on the board for I999 Nationals. The Callahan Rules, for one,

In general, the Callahan Rules call for active ofcials and specic time limits between will be discussed, but there is also Regional Redrawing up for consideration and continu-

pulls, turnovers, and for time-outs. ing talks about the current wildcard system.

For this year's tournament, the rules were not used (voted down substantially But all that really matters are the teams on the elds and the games they played. There

by the Open teams and unanimously by the Womens teams) and may not have been was some real good stuff for show in I999.ll
. Every year a handful of players break University, with Jim Schoettler winning the Cruz of Oregon, Elizabeth "Goldie"
on to the national Ultimate scene with Open Division and Dominique Fontenette McGoldrick of Dartmouth, and Kelly

such athleticism and enthusiasm for the taking the Women's award. McLaughlin of UC Santa Cruz. AI gives

sport that they inspire players to raise the The I998 Open Division for the the Stanford women their second
I level of their game. What is less frequent Callahan had a particularly strong eld of Callahan winner in a row and in the end

is the arrival of a player that not only candidates, including Idris Nolan of UC AJ beat out Aurora by less than 6 points:
inspires players to play better Ultimate, Santa Cruz, Mike Payne from Stanford, the equivalent of only two third place
but to be a better human beings. In Brian Snyder from North Carolina State, votes!
I998, Ultimate was fortunate to have the Fortunat Mueller of Brown University, W. While attending Stanford, AI has helped
arrival of not just one, but two, such play- Catt \Mlson from the University of the team amass an incredible I02-6

Colorado, Vl/lll Deaver from the University record, with just one loss during the last

The Callahan Award was established in of Georgia, and Ben I-Tnkelor of UC San three years. Her athleticism and rst class

I996 to recognize the most valuable play- Diego. throwing skills, helped her lead Stanford
ers in Open and Women's College However, this year's award was won by to its second consecutive title. In what
Ultimate. Named after Henry Callahan, LSU superman, Brain Harriford. Under many have declared the best Women's
one of the founding members of Oregon's Brian's leadership, LSU qualied for nal ever played at College Nationals, she

Dark Star team, the Callahan is Ultimate's Nationals for the second straight year, and was the dominate player in Stanford's I9-
version of the Heismen. he defeated the runner-ups (Idris, Ben I8 victory over Carleton. During this

College Ultimate teams can nominate and Fortunat, in that order) by a two to closely fought game, AJ's good natured
I -~ the one player from their team that they one margin. spirit served as an inspiration to players

feel best represents the ideal Ultimate Those lucky enough to have watched and spectator's alike.
I player in terms of dedication, superior ath- Brian play, either for LSU or his club team, Other top candidates in the Women's

leticism, and sportsmanship. At the end TurboDog, are immediately inspired by his Division included, Anouk Savineau of
of the college spring season, college play- dominating physical play. But after watch- Rutgers, Daphne Gallagher of Rice

ers cast a ballot listing their top three ing his quiet manner and unfailing sports- University, Stephanie Chow of Indiana,

choices for the Callahan. The candidate manship on the field, you come away Susanna Tenny of Yale, Heather League of
that gathers the most points from these feeling a world with more Brian's would UNC Wilmington, Caroline Ennis of UGA

ballots is that year's winner. be a better place. and Betty Smith of the University of
In I996, Keith Monahan of Oregon In contrast to Brian's one-sided victory, Vlsconsin.

State University was the winner in the the Women's Division was almost a four The Callahan Award is sponsored by

Open Division. Val Kelly of the University way tie. However, after the votes had Eurosport, Discraft, ISG, and the UPA. For a

of Pennsylvania was the inaugural winner been counted and verified by the UPA, the complete list of this year's candidates,
’ in the Women's Division. The I997 winner was Andrea "Al" Johnson of check out the Callahan web page at:

Callahan Award was swept by Stanford Stanford, narrowly defeating Aurora de la http://vwwv.callahan—mvp.com
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direction. Cornell's scouting may have failed ment. They made it to Nationals as a wildcard But with the hard cap to 15, all Wisconsin needed SATURDAY

them: Syzygy's roster lists O'Brien's favorite play with a tough victory over Colorado 12-11 in the was one good score. They got it immediately UNCW did indeed have the skills to play with
as the "huck" and Kennedy's as "chasing down the backdoor game of Central Regionals. Self- afterthe pull when Betty Smith sent a downwind Stanford. But first the weather had to cooperate.
huck." After scoring the subsequent downwinder described as "not a program steeped in history throw to Karli Sager for the upset victory. The scheduled 9 a.m. start was postponed as cold

the teams traded points until the game ended 15- and tradition" they nonetheless bonded over the "They were just working us,“ spoke Oregon wind and rain soaked the fields and lightning
12 in favor of Carleton. playing season and featured captain and Callahan captain Aurora de la Cruz the next day. flashed in the distance (this was the same thun- '

Perhaps the bigger game was 6 seed Oregon nominee Betty Smith. The final game of the day saw Rutgers best derstorm system that had spun off tornadoes in

versus 11 seed Wisconsin. Oregon may have looked past Wisconsin, not Georgia, 15-10. several states). Finally the skies were clear for a

The Oregon team came to Nationals hoping to realizing that Panacea's 10 points on an adrena- 10 a.m. start and games were cut from 15 to 13.

be a contender. Although captained by Women line-fueled Syzygy team was an accomplishment FRIDAY EVENING But the wind remained.
on the Verge club veteran Cory Pike, they were few teams could duplicate. There wasn't much livin' it up on Friday night. Both teams, playing on opposite coasts, are

largely unknown in the Midwest and hadn't made Wisconsin led at half 8-6. Oregon looked to Teams were watching the lndiana Pacers defeat familiar with prohibitive wind conditions.
a Nationals appearance since 1992 (when they make a comeback, but could only manage to stay the Chicago Bulls while making preparations for Upwind/downwind games are not uncommon.
made finals). But they were coming out of the in the game. At 12-9 Wisconsin, the Sneetches Saturday play. Both Pools were still fairly open. Nasty crossfield winds, however, are always trou-
strong Western region and had defeated last got two to close within one. Points got longer Pool Two was particularly undetermined. ble.

year's finalists British Columbia to make the Big with frequent turnovers but Wisconsin found a Wisconsin's upset victory over Oregon meant that But Stanford proved more effective throwing
Show. Seeded sixth, they were within striking way to convert two in a row for a 14-11 game- Cornell, Rutgers, Wisconsin, and Oregon finished up-crosswind and outscored UNCW by two up-

distance of semifinals. point lead. Finally Oregon put together a last- the day at 1-1. Anyone could make semis. ln par- crosswinders en route to a 9-5 victory. It was
Wisconsin was a newcomerto the tourna- ditch rally. They put three in a row to tie at 14s. ticular, Cornell and Wisconsin looked promising ' Stanford's toughest game in pool play.

because they had already played (and lost to) the Yale regrouped after disappointing Friday play

strong Carleton squad. Oregon and Rutgers had with a win over annual Nationals qualifier lndiana,

outside chances to make Sunday play. But every 13-4. The convincing victory put them in the right

game counts at Nationals and one never knows frame of mind for Saturday competition. M.l.T.

what surprises await on Saturday. beat the ‘savage seven’ Rice team _13-4.

Number 5 seed UNCW knew they had some Pool Two promised more exciting matches.

tough competition ahead. Saturday's first round Unfortunately Oregon could not provide one.

game was against Stanford. They were confident They hoped to get a game back with a win over

in their abilities to beat the Superfly, but weren't Carleton, but instead found a deep and talented

counting on a win. Coach_Zeldin focused the mass of lkea blue-and-yellow striped bobby socks

team on the last game of the day, an expected in the way. Carleton recorded the decisive win

battle with 4 seed Yale. Even though Ramona had 13-4.

been upset by M.l.T. in the first round, they still Georgia altd team leader Caroline "Linus" Ennis

had a chance to make seminals if they beat came up with a game for Cornell, keeping within

UNCW. In fact, UNCW's worries about the Yale two points throughout before falling to a time cap

team were not unfounded. When the teams nal- at 9-6. It was the third game in a row that Georgia

ly matched up, it was the "game to go.‘ had come close without getting over the hump.

Meanwhile, Wisconsin ran into an early-morn-

D

Friday speculation (always a fun sport) picked LSU and NC State

as the teams to watch for upset possibilities on Saturday. Both
teams ended the day at 2-0 and both faced the top Pool seeds
Saturday morning and were in the third pool play game of the day.

UCSB and Colorado were sitting pretty at 2-0 after having defeated
rival top seeds, while Stanford and Carleton had the inside trackto
repeat semis appearances.

SATURDAY

Teams were greeted 9 a.m. with thick rain and vicious gusts of
wind, not to mention lightning. Play was suspended until the storm -*
Passed at ll] a-rn- 3e\/eral hur$t$ ot lightning an hour later Would i The fans were going crazy. Carleton still had plenty of reserves, In other games, Colorado defeated Harvard 15-10 and Iowa

eell tor another 20'rninute Postponement, effectively a natural halt- willpower, and Ultimate playing ability. They were going to use eclipsed Rice 15-11 fortheirfirst Nationals victory ever. In Pool

tirne torthe 9arne$- Gan1e$ Were Shortened from l7 to l5- everything they had to psyche Brown out of their game. They Two, UCSB quickly doused LSU's upset hopes with a 15-7 victory

one teern $hoWed e little lidhtning on their $ide- scored easily on the downw’nd to tie at 12s, game to 13. But now and East Carolina finally got in the win column with a 13-7 game

oarieten may not have been prepared ferthe unwavering een- they had to stop Brown and get the upwind goal. The noise level over Yale.

eentration ot the l3roWn l3adti$h- Alter all. thi$ Was the first was fierce when Brown received the pull. Tension everywhere Round 4 commenced at 1:30 p.m. ln Pool Two, LSU faced anoth-

Nationals eppiearanee tor the lVY l-eegue Sehool and theV Were enveloped the game, everywhere except on the field. er real chance at pulling off an upset victory to advance to semifi-

Corning out ot the Northeast Whieh Was rumored t0 be Weak thiS Patiently, the Brownian Motion squad moved the disc. And nals. Unfortunately they faced an extremely angry Carleton team

Vear- The huge Carleton Sideline dwarfed the dolen Brown faithful patiently they scored. And elegantly they earned a huge victory and coming off the shocking loss.‘ LSU could not generate enough
But Brown showed remarkable faith in their game. Staying close a sudden shot at making semifinals. offense around Harriford as Carleton focused on him and shut down

earl)’, theV elaWed their WeV to a late lead and out the tear in CUT ‘That was the most intense gamel" commented the stat-keeper the whole team. They beat the Southerners 15-5.

Carleton led 9-7 When Brown rnade their rnove- A Score, tol- aftenlvards. ln Pool One, Stanford cruised by Harvard 15-5, Colorado posted
lowed by an upwind swill catch by quick-thinking Foltunat Mueller, In Pool One the NC State Jinx squad faced their first big game of their third 15-10 score, this one over Iowa and NCSU coasted past
and the ensuing downwind goal put Brown ahead 10-9 in a game the tournament against number 1 Stanford (the fourth time the Rice 15-7 looking towards the matchup with Colorado.

advanriing quickly to 8 Cap. teams had met). They needed a victory here or against Colorado in UCSB defeated Yale 15-8 in Pool Two. The last remaining game,

Brown forced another Carleton turnover and had the Opportunitv the last game of the games. But the conditions may have been too after everyone had finished playing, was fierce East Carolina and

to Soore a l<eV uPWinder and take a tWo"9oal lead But theV $tuel< prohibitive for NC State. cool Brown in a battle to the finish.

With e huok Qerneolen and tailed to eonvert Carleton Soored With a ‘We didn't have wind all season long," explained Jinx coach The teams did not take to each other. Brown's spirited good guy

burst ot eroWd Support l3roWn, undeterred, returned the tailor With Brian Oobyns. captains Andrew "Hootchie" Schwartz and Fortunat "Forch" Mueller
a downwind score for a 11-10 lead. The hard cap was enacted, Although they practiced a zone defense in preparation for were polar opposites to the lrates' hotheaded guns Mike Wiegand

Qanle to l3- Carleton Seored the downwind Point. hut l3roWn Nationals, there was little they could do in terms of experience. and Josh Poucher. Incidentally, all four could play comfortably with
received the pull and sent a pretty downwind huck to Muellerto Stanford was able to score five upwinders to NC State's two, and the Flying Dwarves under 5'6" team. They also happen to be awe-

keen the lead- Carleton l<neWtheV Were in trouble noW- the final score was 15-8. some players and team leaders.
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~ Yale had the downwind opportunity and SEMIFINALS The Carleton zone proved effective against reached 59. They closed the game by scoring the

showed grit when it counted. They moved The collegiate series of tournaments was Yale's lineup. The offense was distributed evenly next two goals. Final score 13-7 Stanford.

patiently through the UNCW defense before quite effective this year. College Easterns, as most of Carleton's starting seven were It was now time for Myrtle Beach in

someone was able to connect on a huck to Clemson's Classic City Classic, the Stanford lnvite involved in a score. The last three, however, Minnesota. Who would win this time?

somebody else. Although the final point always and the Yale Cup all allowed top caliber teams to were caught by senior Brooke Anderson and the

counts most, this game clearly belonged to play each other during the regular season. final margin was 17-3. FINALS

Rodgers’ full-extension preservation of the disc. The Syzygy team took the opportunity to travel One payback completed, one to go. The sidelines were packed. Three Professional

At a time when Yale's nerves showed through, it to Easterns over their spring break. You wouldn't On the other field, western region counter- video cameras were eyeing the field and a very

was her gut that prevailed. expect itfrom the results so far, with Carleton parts Oregon and Stanford matched up. good announcer was dictating play-by-play for

Were they more prepared to face Wilmington plundering Pool Two; but Yale beat them twice at Surprisingly the teams had not played each other the video. Stanford's red bowling shirt attire

than other teams? Actually, they may have had Easterns, the last one in semifinals. all season. stood out against Carleton's white jerseys and

an advantage by not thinking about the matchup. The following weekend Carleton traveled to Again the wind was an important factor for the light blue shorts (and those blue-and-yellow

‘We just looked at it like a nationals game,‘ Myrtle Beach for a little R&R—and a neutral eld players. It would have to be Stanford's Callahan striped bobby socks).

l said Ramona captain Ali Erskine aftewvards. match with defending champion Stanford. By all Winner Andrea "AJ' Johnson versus Oregon's Carleton began with the wind at their backs,

Erskine enjoyed playing Seaweed, rather than accounts, the game was a great one. Carleton star Aurora de la Cruz. Both can be counted as a starting Katie O'Brien, Brooke Harnden, Brooke

being fearful of the Wilmington reputation, had the chance to end Stanford's undefeated dozen or so top players that have little to no diffi- Anderson, captain Deb Cussen, Sarah Hawley,

'[UNCW] is really fun to play. They're really hard, streak in far-away South Carolina. They had the culty throwing against the wind. Erin Kennedy, and freshman Anna Coldham on

they're spirited. l love to play them, they're so disc with game point but failed to convert and But it was Stanford's other top players that offense.

much fun." Stanford won 17-15. caused damage against the Sneetches. Mary On defense, Stanford started Camille Yu,

lt was clear that they were very blissed about lt was like March all over again. But this time Hunt Martin, in pigtails and scowls, provided the Martita Emde, captain Andrea Johnson, Mary

making semis. Hard-working UNCW was dis- Carleton had a real chance to do it all differently. offense for Superfly, throwing three scores in the Hunt Martin, Maggie Mathias, Ashley Simons,

traught over the loss. However if they can return Sunday morning was again windy. Carleton first half. That tally matched Oregon's output. and Joy "Chewie" Chen, masked in Kabuki face

a few seniors for a fifth year they will no doubt was focused and determined not to let history They could not get on track. paint for good luck.

have another shot at making the final four. repeat. Yale scored first, Carleton ran off three, Stanford scored the first two before Oregon Afterturnovers on both sides and two defen-

The semis were set. 8:30 a.m. Sunday would Yale scored again, and Carleton went all the way countered with a Judy Dozono throw to Rachelle sive knock-downs by Katie O'Brien, Carleton put

nd Stanford matched against Westem foe Oregon to half, 10-2, without letting Ramona be her bad Depner. Stanford simply kept scoring after that, the pie in the oven to open the game, 1-0.

and hometown favorites Carleton would play Yale. self. running it up to 7-1 behind Martin and taking half On the ensuing pull Syzygy put a zone defense

9-3. on, even though Stanford was heading down-

Stanford put in the first two after half. At this wind. This lead to the preferred Stanford offense

point Oregon would have to do some major scor- for the entire game up to the last point the huck-

ing to get back in the game. It was in danger of punt. Superfly found success in hucking the disc

was. As is often the case, an Observer calling vert upwind points that started deep on their half

"cap!" can wake up a team. That horn was of the field.

sounded at 11-4, Stanford. Oregon rallied, putting This led to several easy scores for Stanford,

in the next three to close within a respectable as well as more than a few hucks caught for

four points. scores. In particular, Carleton could not find a

But Stanford was not in any hurry to lose a way to stop Andrea 'AJ" Johnson from putting up

game and disrupt the unbeaten streak which had - the disc at will.

l

game of the day. utes for the UPA officials to come back with the results: NC State

The early rumor (not the only one to spread misinformation) was had needed only the victory to advance. They were in, Colorado

that NC State had to win by more than five points to qualify for was out and Stanford was the top seed.
semis with favorable point differential (a NCSU victory would put Rounding out play, Stanford beat Rice 15-7 and Harvard earned

them, Stanford and Colorado at 4-1). NC State was fired up to play their first Nationals victory with a 15-10 score over lowa. ln Pool

their "game to go." Two, Carleton put as many points on the board as possible by wax-
"They really like a nice long, wide swing around instead of work- ing deflated ECU 15-6. UCSB would not fall prey to Brown and won

ing up the line. So the first thing we did was drop the mark back a 15-8, and Yale defeated a weary LSU squad 15-3 for their first
step to force them to throw upfield. And then we knew that they Nationals victory in two years.

like to come back to the disc, so we played denial defense, put our Wait a minute. LSU, seeded 7 overall, was supposed to defeat 11

defenders in front of their cutters. They had to work very hard to seed Yale. Instead they appeared tired and played all of their play-

get anything easy," related Jinx coach Dobyns about the team's ers in the final game. Did they tank the game’? Did it matter?
strategy against Colorado. Yes, it did matter to one team—Carleton. But, no, l don't think

NC State also used a novel four-man cup against Colorado that they tanked the game. They certainly didn't play as strong as they
seemed to work in the game, generating some favorable posses- could have, but that can happen. Yale was psyched to get a win
sions for them. Still, the score was tied early at 6s. and psyched from watching fellow Ivy Leaguers Brown escape

‘The four-man cup. We didn't have wind all season long. I made ECU on the same field. LSU was tired and had nothing left to fight
these guys play the cup in practice because I knew there would be for. tumdVels- TheY hed the skills te meteh up With mestteemsr hut e

wind here. It picked us up four or five points in the beginning of the No matterthe cause, the LSU loss spelled doom for Carleton. tesh et Qh/eeWeYs eeuld deem them te eh uhtimelY demise-

game," commented Dobyns. Counting on a three-way tie, the CUT men thought they would make Stehteld steied titth'Yeet PleYei Mike Pavne. e edllediete Veter-

He added, ‘We played with a sense of a mission. We've worked semis based on point differential between them, LSU, and Brown. eh Wh°'s eeel uhdet hie ehd tluielt With the dise (Plus l thlhl‘ he's

a long, long time with the goal of playing on Sunday. We had been But the LSU loss meant that only Carleton and Brown would end up eldettheh me-l l"le's heeh theier dehe thetr heught the diser ete-

able to rest our better players in the second game of the day with 3-2 records, and in head-to-head play Brown had bested "lt's ell e Qeme et PsYeher" $eY$ PeYhe-

[against Rice]. That was key. For the last five points, we were able Carleton. ' Thet ehd depth-

to leave our best players on the field and they still had legs." It was a bitter pill for the Carleton faithful to swallow. The Stehtetd tester listed e Wh°PPih9 tWehtY'tWe PleYet$,

NC State got a big boost to end the first half. An errant throw "Heartbreak Hotel," commented one CUT alum. They were not iheludihg hihe sehiets ehd set/eh Gted Students, mest dt Whem Pie‘
heading out-of-bounds was tracked down by Senior Bobby Croom. going to have a chance to win Nationals in their home town. sumehlY PleYed With the teem lest Yeef lei’ With the JV Squad-l

Croom flashed back to team practices that could only end with a The semifinals were set. Two-year defending Champions UC Blew" featured thtee sehihts ahd two glad studehts
completed "greatest" play. Even though he was the most vocal dis- Santa Barbara Black Tide faced the hard-working NC State Jinx. This Wes Stehtetds eitlhth Netiehels semitihels eppeeieheer

approver of those practices, he was able to prove its worth when Top seed and last year's runner-up Stanford Blood squared up detihtl heelt td the titst UPA'sP°hs°l'ed teumemeht ih l934- Lest

he thought "greatest" all the way and completed the pass to team- against this year's Cinderella, Brown University. Veer the teem tihished With e 354 teeefdr e Celleheh Wihhetr ehd e

mate Roy Attride for an exuberant half-time break and three-goal hitth ih the tihels- -

|ead_ 55|y|||:||\|A|_5 "[The program] really started two years ago when we got a lot

The intense play and strategic planning of NC State propelled STANFORD vs. BROWN mete setieus ehd stetted heihg sttiet eheut the tuhdemehtels et the

them to the victory they were seeking. They downed Colorado's Brown had relied on an unwavering faith in their remarkable run Qeme/' exlileihed Brew" e0'eePteih Ahdtew ulleetehien Sehwettl
Mamabird 15-9. to semis. They had a talented team, but they were also very young. "Ah eld seheel et Brew" liked te hehg eut ehd dtihlt heeh TheY

Still, no one was quite sure who would advance. lt took 20 min- One thing they needed to be especially concerned with was theught Ultimete Wesh't e Feel slldft-"
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turning into the kind of blowout the first semifinal when going downwind, forcing Carleton to con- .
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and Carleton completed the two-point play with apologized for crying. I apologized for crying the drew her defender, and then made a break back "l felt that they were bodying on the mark a lot

another Cussen conversion, 17-18. point before. And I told them they kicked ass and to the disc. She was pretty open. AJ's pass more. Both teams made the choice to be physi-

A growing awareness of the very real possibil- I knew they were going to fucking win." came directly to her but she couldn't hang on. cal," explained Donnelly.

ity'of Carleton winning the game surged through At 18-18, Donnelly finally changed her strategy, Carleton now had their first, and last, opportu- Despite vocal fan input, it is true that Syzygy

the hometown crowd. Momentum was now rid- "l said, the hell with this you girls take care of the nity to win the game. Was Stanford scared? often did not contest the fouls and rarely went to

ing with Syzygy. Still, Stanford would be receiv- disc! That's what winning this game is about." "l knew we were going to win. And l knew if the observer for the call.
l

I ll

ing the disc going downwind. All they had to do On the sidelines, the excitement was thick in we didntwin it was only ourfault, said Donnelly. Both teams are definitely looking towards

was put in a fairly routine downwind connection. the air. No one was playing anywhere; all 22 Carleton completed two passes before opting coming back next year. But Stanford may be

X
lt was a lengthy six passes before the huck- otherteams were watching the game. Hundreds to put the disc in the air. An easy D blockfor without coach Jen Donnelly. This game was her

punt came. No score. Carleton moved upfield of Carleton students, parents, and fans had risen Martita Emde. Maybe they should have kept hold 102nd coaching victory, but it may have been her

but turned over the disc. One pass and turnover to theirfeet cheering on Syzygy. The Stanford of the disc like Stanford finally decided to do. lt's last.

for Stanford. The veiy next pass Jenn Wilson men's team, which had been warming up fortheir impossible to look back at it now. Although coaching Ultimate "jives with her

found Cussen in the end zone. 18 all. It was any- Finals, came streaming backto support Superfly. Stanford once again had to move upwind with inner being," as she puts it, it looks like Silicon

one's game. The Carleton fans were going crazy. It was quite intense. the disc. This time the Carleton defense seemed Valley may be calling her back to design more

1 "l think we made a few strategical errors. I'll Still Stanford appeared unconcerned. a step behind, wary of any junk throws. A nice microscopic chip-robots.

take the blame for that. l said 'huck it’ but for "lt was about not being afraid. They were not pass up the Stanford sideline found Martita Emde For Carleton, this was their seventh semifinals

whatever reason the Gods chose not to make it afraid. They were driven," said Donnelly. 10feet from victory. One look upfield drew two appearance in eleven years of Nationals, and the

as windy during that period of time. What we Carleton pulled the disc. Patiently Stanford defenders, leaving Joy "Chewie" Chen open. first time they it made to Finals. They will no

really should have said was ‘have confidence, moved upfield. But Martita Emde saw an oppor- Emde sent a crossfield backhand to Chen and the doubt try to make that one last step next year.

walk the disc up smartly'," spoke Superfly coach tunity and she wasn't afraid to put it up. She sent game was over. It was a tough moment for coach Burruss and

‘ Jen Donnelly. a big forehand huck AJ's way, putting the pres- Stanford had repeated as Nationals the hard-playing Carleton women. They showed

She had watched herteam blow a four-point sure on herto make a tough grab. Pressure? Not Champions. For Carleton, it may have been their true heart and soul to the very end. One could

lead at game point, allowing Carleton to score the here. AJ skied a defender and came down with toughest loss ever. not have asked anything more from the team.

game-tying point upwind. Herteam would now the disc 5 feet from the goal-line. And called a For spectators it may have been one of the We all appreciated the privilege of watching

have to score a tough upwinder, or else go home time-out. best games ever. such a game and look fonivard to the 1999 season.

in shock having let the game's final five points lt looked to be over for Carleton. The country's There was some apprehension about

belong to Carleton. best handler had possession of the disc on the Stanford's foul calls, which outnumbered

On the other side of the field, coach Burruss goal-line with a chance to win Nationals. Carleton's by a 3-to-1 margin. Several hucks

focused on winning with emotion. But not yet. The play was set, an isolation for defended by Carleton invariably returned to the

On the line at 18-18 he spoke to his players, "l Mary Hunt Martin. She cut short, cut deep which thrower who had called foul.

The second half would prove remarkably similar. NC State

received the pull to start and scored the downwinder. Five down- ,-

winders later with the score at 13-10 UCSB, Husak found Studarus

in the end zone for a key upwinder. That was all they really needed. -

NC State could not return the favor. UCSB completed the two-
point play with the downwinder and held a late 15-10 lead.

From there the teams traded points. The final tally was 19-14 in
ievei of UCSB Here is a mere part of it: FINALS

Said Studarus aheiihe dame’ --State had e ieaiiv good i0ui_pei,_ These twoiteams know all about Nationals Finals. Stanford s

sdh eud Add ii his wihdvtheiieuheeiedh we is hiedv eiueiei We I like big hucks and I cannot lie been there. Five times in fact. They won the very first Collegiate

had e iidie diiiieditv ediiisiihd id that i dive eiediite theih_-- You otheriplayers can't deriy N8lIlOT18|S.ll1 Somerville, Massachusetts, 1984. They ve been the

ih the iuiuie, Ddhvhs vevved to take his Jihxteem id practices ih When a disc goes up and it's flat and i.t's straight bridesmaid ever since.

vvihdv Wiimihdted Despite the five vveeks di pieeeietidh iei And that round thing's in your face UC Santa Barbara has been there. This was their seventh

Nationals, including learning the four-man cup, there is no way to You ge_t Hof _appea_ranC_e' °n_e more than Stanford‘ They Ve Won “ve tlmes’
get used id hievihg ih the vvihd vvitheui hievihd ih the vvihd it died When it's fig/'7T'Off the flow, including victories over Stanford in 1989 and last year.

exeieihs the toppers ihev vveie ihievvihd ih their match edeihsi Cause you noticed that huck did suck, so... What about last year? Would it affect the play this year? There

Cdidiedd are plenty of players on both sides who rememberthe game.

Added Ddhvhsl --Eveivhddv is ieeiiv diseeheihted ehduiihe ides Deep in the zone /‘m standirig, ‘There's a big element of changing your game to fit the situation.

Bdtiiehidv, vdd have to take Siede Nehddv gets e iiee iided The Hammer I am demanding. For instance, in last years finals we changed our game and didnt

Oh, Black 77de, I wanna run wit ya, play the game we had played all year. lt's all about playing our

iii"-EBLUDE Won't call no pick-uh. game, running hard, and not being fearful," says Stanford's Mike

It should be noted that Brown bested all otherteams in the My side/':”e_m.ed to War” me’ Payne‘
eheei eetedeiv Beieie iiheisi the Bidvvh teem eheiieied UCSB and But that inside-out makes M-m-m-me so horny! Responds UCSBs James Studarus, We play Stanford a lot.

exalted their skills with an Ultimate remix of Sir Mixalot's ‘Baby Got They know us" They know ‘”"?‘ We like to do‘ But We're lust going
Beck» to do our thing."

OK, both teams are going to (Continued on page 41)
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The Women's Western New England Sectionals were held on Saturday, April Williams 12-3 and Middlebury 11-8. Middlebury, led by Nina Gawne and
25th at Mount Greylock High School in \Nilliamstown, Mass. Seven teams braved Tiffany Bean, came away with the third spot, beating UMass 11-I and Williams
the wind and rain in competition for four spots for Regionals. All teams played 11-3. Williams, led by Samantha Abelson and Sarah "Bob" Nelson won the
hot zone, despite the nasty weather. Dartmouth came away with the rst place fourth spot, beating Smith in a very intense and competitive game, nal score 7-,

spot, beating Smith 13-0, UMass 13-0 and Amherst 13-6. Elizabeth "Goldie" 6. Smith showed awesome teamwork, led by Lily Perkins and Joanna Holbert
McGoldrick proved why she was nominated for this year's Callahan award, and They won the wild card spot to Regionals, which they certainly earned. UMass, a

Amanda Eaken played a strong game as well. Amherst, led by Shannon Seldon very new team led by Amanda Buerk, showed that they will be a very competi-
and the rest of the ”tremblers,” came away with the second spot beating tive team, so watch out for them next fall. A great day of fun and spirited

Ultimate was had by all.

Western New England Sectional tournament was held on April 26th. It was an overcast day with rain fore
boding over the elds all day. With 11 teams present competition for the top 5 spots was tight. In one poo
Dartmouth, the I seed, rolled over its competition beating Hampshire, UVM and UMass. UMass came in sec-

in this pool, giving Dartmouth a tough game 13-8. In the second pool, Williams had easy victories over long
time rivals Amherst and Middlebury. A tough game against an experienced but small Concordia team ended
a Williams victory 13-9. Vlth Concordia bagging the Regional tournament, both three seed teams made
Regionals, with Middlebury and Amherst securing these last spots. UMass was the third seed, and Vllliams a

Dartmouth played for the rst seed. This game started out close with both teams trading points early in the " -

half. Dartmouth took half 7-5. Vlth a few injured starters, the Williams team started to fade and Dartmouth
took advantage and scored the next 6 out of 8 points and closed out the game 13-7. A strong showing by

Dartmouth and Williams insured that
Western New England would represei

. in the Regional tournament

I
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The ENE Women's Sectionals were held at beautiful elds in Seekonk,

MA. We had 8 teams competing, with Bowdoin and Brown B sending As expected, the game for rst place was played between MIT and Brown,

teams for the rst time. Several teams came with only 7 or 8 players, with Brown pulling ahead early and winning 10-5. Prior to this game, no

' which led to a number of forfeits as injuries occurred, but this didn't signif- team had scored more than 4 points on Brown, and MIT‘s only challenge

icantly affect the results. The format was pool play on Saturday, then dou- had been Wellesley, who played them to 11-7 in pool play. Brown and

ble elimination. The top 5 teams advanced to Regionals in Westeld, MA. MIT went into this weekend with 2-2 records against each other.

Tufts (#3 seed) beat Wellesley (#4 seed) 10-9 in an exciting game

Th8 nal standings: ' under slippery conditions, earning the chance to play MIT for 2nd. Tufts

1) Brown was up 8-4 at the half, when the hard cap went on. Wellesley battled

2) winner of MIT/Tufts game (Both teams agreed to play this game up in back and pulled ahead 9-8, scoring mostly on hucks. After numerous

Boston on the following Tuesday due to inclement weather. MIT turnovers, Tufts took the next two points for the win. Too wet and cold to

already beat Tufts 13-1 in an earlier round). stay out in the rain and make up cheers for each other, the teams ended

3) MIT or Tufts the day with a spirited group huddle.

I 4) Wellesley There were no close games between the top 4 seeds and the bottom

l 5) Brown B 4. Among the 5-8 seeds, Brown B won convincingly over Bowdoin and

6) Bowdoin Han/ard, beating them 11-5 and 10-6. BC squeaked by Han/ard 12-11

I 7) Boston College after making up a sizable decit.

A
8) Harvard

teams adding and BC 1-3 Bowdoin 2-3 point was 7-6 before Han/ard went on

The weekend of April 25-26 was an dropping from the tournament right up WPI 0-4 Brandies 1-4 to win the game. MIT, the 3rd seed of

active one on the campus of Tufts until two nights before it was to begin. Bates 0-5 the tournament surprisingly did not play

University. In addition to being Spring When all was said and done the pools all that well on the rst day. They lost

Fling Weekend for the University, the were set up as follows: Harvard and Tufts denitely looked badly to both UNH 11-3 and Tufts 13-3.

Eastern New England Sectionals cham- Harvard Tufts like the two teams to beat. UNH was

pionships were also taking place. On a McGill MIT the shocker of the tournament. They The results from the quarters were:

dreary Saturday afternoon, the sounds BC Brandies won all four of their pool play games on Tufts 9 BC 6

of Maceo Parker and LL Cool I could BU Bowdoin Saturday without too much difculty. MIT 13 McGill 11

be heard bythe eleven teams who trav- WPI Bates They decided to bail on the Tufts game Han/ard 13 Bowdoin 3

eled to Medford for the rst day of UNH Sunday morning and take the second UNH 13 BU 0 (forfeit)

Sectionals. The ve best teams out of V
seed in the division. McGill was the The results from the Semis were:

those eleven would advance to The final Pool Play results were: next best contender in Han/ard's divi- Tufts 13 MIT 9

Regionals the following weekend. sion, however, Harvard beat them with- Harvard 15 UNH 3

The schedule and format of the tour- Han/ard 4-0 Tufts 5-0 out too much difculty in their pool play (continued on next page)

nament did not become finalized until McGill 3-1 UNH 4-1 game 13-8. Harvard's closest game was

the night before. This was due to BU 2-2 MIT 3-2 a 9-6 victory over BC. The game at one
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On April I8th, eight teams met at the University of
Richmond to compete in the Mid-Atlantic South
Women's Sectionals tournament. Fair weather and

soft fields allowed for solid play from all teams. Pool

play went according to seeds, save for a minor upset
of Virginia over NC State. UNCIN nished strongly in

their pool, with convincing wins over Duke, William &

Mary, and Maryland. ECU finished atop their pool,
defeating Virginia and NC State, and ghting off a

tough challenge from UNC—Chapel Hill. In challenge
games, UNCW defeated ECU, UNC held off Duke,
Vllliam & Mary thwarted UVA, their big rival, and NC

State finished off Maryland. Good spirit was shown
by all teams throughout the day, and all teams com-
peted well.

Thanks to the University of Richmond for an excellent
job hosting the sectionals tournament!

After ghting El Bad had somehow found organization and depth since their last meeting. In the semi-

Weather-O for several months nals, UCLA played UCSD, and played well, but seemed to not match up well against

now, the So. Cal. Sectionals was moved to U.C. San Diego where some backup elds the experienced UCSD team, and UCSD won I3-I.
were available in case of rain. Fortunately, the weather turned out perfect that week- Claremont and Occidental (4 and 5 seeds entering quarternals) played what was

end. Eleven teams turned out: two from U.C. Santa Barbara, two from U.C. San Diego, probably the closest game. ‘ed at I3, the hard cap went on with Claremont pulling

as well as Occidental, Claremont Colleges, UCLA, Caltech, University of Redlands, San to Occidental. Evan Blumberg from Claremont produced a layout block, to gain the

Diego State, and University of Southern California. Both of the top seeds, UCSB and disc near the goal, but that defense was followed by successive foot blocks, rst by

UCSD faced strong challenges during pool play. In the rst game, UCSB eeked out an Occidental, then by Claremont, before Claremont scored to win the game I4-I3.
I I-8 victory over USC, who was seeded seventh in the tournament, had only I sub, Claremont went on to lose to last years national dwampions, UCSB I3-6 in the seminals.

but played well. In UCSD’s pool, Claremont and UCSD faced off after some easy victo- The top two seeds met in the nals, as expected. UCSD, with a relatively short, but

ries in the rst two rounds. Claremont quickly jumped out to a 4-I lead, and looked very athletic team seemed like they might lack only experience, compared to UCSB.

like they might be in position to take the second seed. At that point, UCSD called a The game was exceptionally good spirited, with only a few foul calls, uncontested, by

time out, regrouped and bore down, scoring quickly. The nal score was UCSD II, each team. At I3-IO, with UCSB ahead, it looked like UCSD was going to give in, but

Claremont 8. In another nail biter, the University of Redlands, a young team with all fafrlfrom it. To the great delight of the UCSD fans who had tumed out, UCSD scored 3

rst year players got to I0-9, ahead of UCSD B. UCSD B scored in upwind goal to tie in a row to tie the game at I3, and suddenly the momentum seemed to have

it up, but Redlands scored an upwind goal right back, and followed it up with a down switched. However, UCSB wasn't ready to give in, and with a hand block from last

wind goal, to win the game I2-I0. Meanwhile, UCLA had beaten Occidental in an years captain, James Studarus, they regained the momentum and nished off the

impressive fashion to take the third seed. One Occidental player noted that UCLA game I5-I3 
The day failed to dawn on Austin, Texas this past were all young teams on the upswing, Rice appeared In the fourth round, Rice refound their mental

Saturday. The rst rain storm in over a month was in set to sweep their way to victory. strength and beat a Baylor team that had been sitting

the process of passing by, and the remaining cloud In a wily veteran maneuver, Rice Captain Alfonso for over an hour, by a score of I3-3. Texas, meanwhile,

cover gave the day a threatening enough beginning. Acosta seized control of the tournament and set the beat the Aggies I I-6 in a game that was close early, but

While the light drizzle was not enough to soften the schedule, giving Rice the nal bye of the day, assuring opened up in the second half.

sticker- Cloud Nine would be home in time to attend the Kicker The nal round saw Baylor almost pull off the major

laden Party at Baker College that night (it's a Texas thing. You upset, losing to UT I0-9 in sudden—death, as the IM eld

grass of wouldn't understand.) crew began locking the doors, and A&M defeated TCU, I I-6.

the UT In the rst round, Rice beat an inexperienced TCU It was a great day for all, and with four teams travel-

Intra team I3-4. In one of the more closely contested games ing all the way to Tuscaloosa, Texas looks to become a

mural of the day, Baylor took the Aggies to the limit before "power" section, sending competitive teams every year.

elds, at least it was enough to keep the dust down. By yielding I3-IO. Rice took the eld against the tired Rice looks to repeat as Southern champs, while UT is

the time teams started arriving at the elds at 9, the Aggies and opened up a quick lead, pulling away to a seeking to regain the glory of a few years past, when

clouds were starting to break, and although a moderate- I3-7 victory. On the second eld, UT quickly beat TCU they were perennial National competitors, and the

ly strong wind was blowing from the west, it promised I3-2 and awaited Rice in what was sure to be Rice's remaining teams are not far behind.

to be a beautiful day. As the day went on, the tempera- toughest game of the day. In addition to the exciting men's action, Texas

ture gradually rose into the low 70's, and all those Rice pulled away to an early lead, and took the half Women's Sectionals consisted of Rice's Cath Her on the

excess layers of warm-ups were shed (We're Texans. 7-3, on the strength of some solid upwind offense, fol- Fly and the Texas A&M Aggies playing a one-game-wins-

60's is cold.) as the captains' meeting began. lowed by a few easy zone-quick score points. But the all in College Station. Visiting Rice actually managed to

5 teams had made an appearance, down from the 8 second half was denitely dominated by the ‘Rachas. field the bigger roster, and grabbed their rst victory of

who played last year; last year's champs Rice Cloud An increasing wind made UT's harassing zone more the spring season going away, winning I3-5. Rice looks

Nine, University of Texas Cucarachas, Texas A&M Aggies, effective. Rice's concentration was suspect, and several to go to Nationals for the second year running, but they

Texas Christian University Horned Frogs, and Baylor bad drops near their own end zone allowed UT to score face stiffer competition, in the sense of having to win a

Dischos. Rice was the obvious favorite to win the tour- some easy points and climb back into the game. game at Regionals to move on this year. The Southern

nament again, even with their best player and Callahan Although Rice never lost the lead, the eventual I3-I I Ladies’ tourney promises to be more exciting than ever,

nominee Damien Scott MIA, competing in his senior victory was much closer than most pundits would have with at least four teams competing for the two valued

project competition. UT had made a strong showing at guessed to start the day. UT certainly put themselves in spots at the Big Dance. Good luck to all the Lone Star

Mardi Gras, but had failed to capitalize on that strong good position to make some noise at the upcoming teams-Don't Mess with Texas!

start to the season, and while TCU, A&M, and Baylor Southem Regionals in Tuscaloosa, AL this weekend.
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The Ultimate Players Association has released its nal Collegiate Top 25 Rankings
of the 1998 season. Only teams that have played at least seven games this
season have been ranked.

*P.R. is the "UPA Power Rating." W - L is the Won/Loss Record.

LVV is the UPA ranking last week

72 Nebraska 892 4 -

73 Washington-B 890 2 -

74 Washington Univ. 886 8 - 10
Rank Team P.R.* W -

1 U.C. Santa Barbara 1874 35 -

2 Stanford 1842 29 -
3 Colorado 1676 48 -

4 N.C.State 1661 32 -

5 Carleton 1622 38 -
6 U.C.San Diego 1587 32 -

7 British Columbia 1536 15 -

8 1.85 P051185 1497 14 - 12 83 M_|_'|' 811 14

9 Br - 7own 1493 34
10 U.C.Santa Cruz 1474 21 -

11 East Carolina 1428 25 -

5I\i1ouiI.'\i1oo\cnW"

-‘-'uioo-1>0i-10'-

Oui‘QE

75 Rochester 869
76 Dayton 861 16 -

77 Idaho State 859 2 -

6
14

11-12
6

6

O\U1J>U4I\J-'1

Stanford 1689 38 -

Carleton 1572 19 -

UNC-Vllmington 1379 24 -

Cornell 1375 26 -

Oregon 1304 26 -

Yale 1286 28 -

78 William and Mary 850 9 - 18 British Columbia 1260 9 -

79 Miami (Ohio) 842 10 -

80 Carleton-C 823 8 -

81 Delaware 821 16 -

82 Minnesota-Duluth 813 8 -

84 Colorado-B 803 5 -

85 S.U.N.Y. Albany 797 8 -

86 Chicago 787 8 -
12 1'1UlT1bO1dt S1313 1407 15 - 6 19 87 Purdue 779 10 _

14 U.C.D3V1S 1367 19- 10 20 89 Swa,thmo,e
15lowa' 1379 26-1;) 90Emo,y
16 Georgia 1373 21 -

64:1
mo

-I

Wow

9
8

moorcrcogcoa,

LD®\l

10

11

- 12 M.l.T.

13

14
15

U.C.Berkeley 1228 18 -

U.C.Santa Cruz 1176 16 -

Rutgers 1118 26 -

Indiana 1101 23 -

1085 24 -

Brown 1061 33 -

East Carolina 1049
U. Penn. 1049 22 -

Georgia 1025

§$°‘~io1o14>uio

®\IU1O\-blxlbl-—-‘

9 11

8 9
11 13

10 12

10 15

14- 7 14

10 16

16 6- 8 10

13 Ha“’a“1_ 1339 37 ' 8 14 as Carnegie-Mellon 771 20-22 17 Wisconsin 1007 18- 8 17

- 16 18 U.C.San Diego 991 16 - 16 20
- 6 19 Dartmouth 966 10- 5 19

90 Amherst 765
E‘ -17 LS.U. 1346 13 7 6 92 Arizona 756

18 Washington 1337 18 -
20 -

24
25 -

19 Wisconsin 1327
20 Tennessee 1317
21 Notre Dame 1308
22 Yale 1275 19 -
23 Dartmouth 1270
24 Princeton 264
25 Rice 1248
26 Northern Arizona 1237

18
10-

27 Wctoria 1211 2 -

28 St. Olaf 1200 15 -

29 Williams 1187 16 -

30 Michigan 1184 22
31 Clemson 1182 21 -

32 North Carolina 1164
33 Colorado State 1151

9-
20

34 Georgia Tech 1142 14 -

35 Oberlin 1 139 2O-

§I]m°°:ao:1uU1ui|f§u1\iI§:01\Om

M--MN
N1.»ui

1 8
25-
38 ' 1'11 99 U.C.Davis-B 696

92 Vllyoming 756
21 94 Penn State 746

' 15 73195 Syracuse
96 Vassar 714
97 Grinnell 711

98 U.C.San Diego-B 700

100 Michigan State 694
101 New Hampshire 688
102 Middlebury 669
103 Brandeis 662
104 Richmond 658
105 Baylor 650
106 Minnesota 646
107 Iowa State 636

’ 108 Texas A & M 635

110 Maryland 613
35 1-8111311 1127 18 ' 9 111 Hope College 612
37 UHIV. - 4 Br0wn_B
38 MESS. 1101 24 - 10 113 Bowdoin 594

39 R-P1 1099 22 ' 14 114 U.C.Santa Barbara-B 577
40 Cornell 1097 23 - 1 1 115 Boston couege 569
41 KBOSBS 1090 13 - 20 115 Fordham 569
42 U.C.BE1'1(€1€Y 1065 12 7 21 1 17 Ya|e_B 560
43 1064 9 - 9 118 Navy 557
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44 0188011 State 1060 4 - 120 Nonhwestern 5287 - 27 49 Syracuse 432 -

46 1"d1a"a 1047 18 ' 12 121 George Washington 526
47 01880" 1046 7- 12 - _ 9 51 S.U.N.Y. Binghamton 411 -122 Wisconsin Stout 522
48 Winona S1318 1030 25 ' 16 123 RoSe_Hu|man 508
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5° 111115 1°11 22 ' 14 125 Boston Univ. 505 -

51 C"=11"e¢11_ 1°°1 3 ' 5 126 Michigan-B 497 - 9 372
52 Columbia 999 13 - 15 H m - _ 8 55 pm-due 344127 a pshire 477

53 UNC'W11m'"31°" 993 10 ' 12 128 Vlsconsin-LaCrosse 468
54 111111015 ' State

54 51a"1°“1'B 99° 14 ' 17 130 Case Western 444 - 15 59 Brown-B 263 -
56 Pomona 987 8 - 9 131 Ft Lewis 425
57 Sa11SbUl'Y State ' wheaton conege
58 Penn. ' F1ag|er

- 459 McGill 948
60 San Diego State 941
61 Wesleyan 936
62 Texas 931
63 Haverford 929
64 Vermont 920
64 Air Force 920
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134 S.U.N.Y. Binghamton 376
135 Northern Iowa 371
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' 138 Penn State-B 208
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139 St. Mary's 184
140 Rhode Island 144
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- 7 21 Las Positas 946 8 - 11 21

- 4 22 Colorado 908 9 - 20 24

- 13 23 Swarthmore 895 14 - 12 22

- 20 24 U.C.Santa Barbara 893 8 -

- 10 25 Duke -
-5 26

- 4 29 Clemson
- 6 30 Amherst 762

- 15

- 7 32 Wesleyan 723

- 8 33 Columbia 704 -

- 14 34 Wctoria 697

- 18

31 Oberlin 735

35 Stanford-B 680
36 Rice 662- 5

- 10 37 Middlebury 627

109 Rutgers 628 - 19 38 Chicago 609
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- 4
- 7 40 \Mlliam and Mary 549 -

- 7 42 Penn State 514

- 17 43 R.P.l. 498
- 16 44 Washington 495
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- 5 46 Virginia 472 -
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- 4 48 Smith 441
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40 Michigan 549

- 13 50 Williams 414
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- 12 58 Maryland 294
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at Yale Cup. But early in the game, the teams played close. Both teams threw zones

(but I have to point out that \Mlliams had two frosh-to-frosh connections). to feel each other out, but some incredible man defense proved to set the tone of the

The skies on Sunday looked promising - a little cloudy, but calm and warm. In the game. Each team hotly contested every disc and right before half, Yale was up by one.

rst round of the day, Cornell overcame a 6-3 decit to take half, but then blew a late And then, the rains rolled in.

lead and did not recover against an extremely psyched UMass team. UMass won 15- As if some Yale player called for divine intervention at a point when momentum

13. The other game had Dartmouth's zone ousting a talented RPI team, 15-11. started to shift in Williams’ favor, lightening ashed and the game was postponed for

Brown and Han/ard then played for seeding at Nationals. In a loud and intense about an hour. When play was nally resumed, Williams took a 9-8 lead after some

game, Brown nally pushed the disc up the line and into the end zone for the win, sloppy offense stands by both teams. But Yale picked it up in the end and got some

19-17. lmpressively, Brown had not lost a single game to a northeast team all spring. clutch layout d-blocks when they needed them. The Vllliams offense was awfully

The next round matched UMass against Vllliams and Dartmouth against Yale. tired and Yale just preyed upon the sluggishness. Yale quickly scored seven straight

Williams blew open the game late in the rst half against an obviously tired UMass points (I still can't gure out how it happened) and claimed the nal berth to

team. U Mass surged at the end, but Williams claimed victory 15-9, avenging last Nationals.

year's Regionals loss. In the other game, Dartmouth came back after being down 7- I wanted to congratulate Brown, Han/ard, and Yale on incredible seasons - hope

2, narrowing the gap to 8-6 at half before Yale eventually wore them down, taking you did well in Blaine. I also wanted to thank all the teams that made the long trek

the game 15-10. to Bowdoin to throw some plastic around in the rain. It was an awesome toumament.

The nal game to go was a rematch of two years ago when Williams beat Yale for And a special thanks to Scott and Alex from Bowdoin for hosting the toumey. You

the number three spot to Nationals. Earlier this season, Yale had blown out Vllliams guys rock!

Obviously exciting. Competitive. Spirited. Cold, windy, and sunny. Cold, windy, Game 2 Upenn vs. Princeton (11-3)

and rainy. And uncontrollably thrilling. Game 3 Rutgers vs. UNC (6-4)

Saturday play started with 10 teams from the north, south, and central sections Game 4 ECU vs. Swat (9-7)

of our region. UPenn, UNCVII, UNC Chapel Hill, Rutgers, Princeton, UDel, Penn Game 5 UNCW vs. Upenn (10-4)

State, Swarthmore, East Carolina U., and William and Mary. Game 6 (Rutgers vs. ECU (8-7)

Standard pool play for the 10 teams was the set up for the day. All of the teams Game 7 (now in loser pool)

were going for broke making the play very competitive. At the end of Saturday's 5- Princeton vs. ----(bye due to teams bagging)

round day, 8-teams had qualied to advance to Sunday's double elimination. Due Game 8 (also Loser pool) UNC vs., Swat (5-11)

to injuries and a severe drop in numbers for the teams on Sunday, only 7 teams Game 9 (nals for winner pool) UNCW vs. Rutgers 13-2

advanced to play. The seedings at the end of Saturday were: UNCW WINS AND ADVANCES T0 NATlONAlS!!!!!!!!
Game 10 (now all loser pool) ECU vs. Princeton (7-11)

i 1. UNCW Game 11 Swat vs. Upenn Swat bags due to an all injured team, Upenn

2. Rutgers advances to game 12

3. ECU Game 12 Princeton vs. UPenn 9-7

4. UPenn Game 13 Loser pool nals Rutgers vs. Princeton 11-3

5. Princeton RUTGERS #2 SEED FOR MID-ATLANTIC REGION

6. UNC Chapel Hill
7. Swarthmore Sunday was lled with even closer games among all the teams. I didn't get a

chance to watch many of the games since I was playing in all of the UPenn games.

UNCIN women advancing to nationals...again? Surprising, I agree.... I must give

many congrats to Princeton women. Their play on Sunday was awesome. They

were laying out for everything- ‘D’ and '0', handled beautifully, and had intense

concentration the entire day. They rst upset the number 2 seed ECU in game 10,

Sunday: and then upset UPenn who had actually beaten Princeton in a game earlier that

Starting the day on Sunday, due to the 3 teams leaving, UNCIIII, the number one day...outstanding play, Princeton. I would also like to highlight the play of the PSU

seed, had a rst round bye...and how lucky they were. The weather on Sunday women on Saturday-intense and the best all season. I know they were very

was cold, windy, and rainy...not exactly the best combination for solid Ultimate pleased with the way they played together to wrap up the season. Great job,

play. ladies. - =

Congrats also to UNCIN and Rutgers—best of luck at nationals!

Here is the set up and results from Sunday: A fantastic weekend. Outstanding play and spirit and O's and D's and layouts

Game 1 UNCW vs. ---- and handling and...I think you get the picture.

Ohio U. Ohio, who had only played two reported games the pun) veterans. After the half, however, Carleton

before their sectional tournament, gave me no end of stepped up their play and took control of their game.

grief for seeding them third in their pool. (Guys, I didn't Colorado, the toumament's number one seed, took care

Howdy, everyone! doubt your ability, I just had to be fair — besides, the disc of the defending champions before going on to beat the

This year, I have rmly established a disheartening never lies, and neither do the scores at the end of the gang from Iowa, who had just nished beating the host

trend. It would appear every time I'm involved with orga- day.) Meanwhile, in the fourth pool, Iowa and Notre team. Oberlin and Ohio also had a close game, with the

nizing a tournament, it rains on day two. Ihe lesson is Dame battled it out for the rst place spot, with Iowa tak- Flying Horsecows securing a victory over their section

simple: if you come to one of my tournaments, bring rain ing the victory with a 13-10 win against the camouaged rivals. Oberlin had an up and down day, rst by beating

gear! It happened with both College Regional toumeys, gang from South Bend. Ohio 11-8, then losing to Carleton 15-0 in the semis, only

this year and last, and it happened with College Nationals On the Women's side, down near the river where the to beat the defending champion Hodags 9-7.

this year. Maybe I'll just have to give up. On the up side, winds were a bit more on the gentle side, Carleton and Unfortunately, this pattem proved unbreakable when they

all the players seem to be handling it just ne, and the Vlsconsin held on to their number one spos in their faced Iowa in the "to go" game for Nationals and lost 15-

Regional toumey this year was no exception. Regionals respective pools, while Indiana and Colorado brought up 6. At least the sun was out by that time. Of course, since

took place in Ann Arbor, MI this year on April 25-26, host- strong seconds. There was much confusion in the begin- everyone was caked in mud, it didn't make much of a dif-

ed by Dave Moran, Ion Bakija, and the University of ning when 2 teams bailed at the last second, but the ference. And this summary_wouldn't be complete without

Michigan teams. Dave, who is the Michigan CSC (a teams did the best they could to compensate for the at least mentioning that Carleton edged Colorado to half,

lawyer who doesn't like the abbreviation "CSC" since it change in schedule, and for the fact that the CRC (l.8. then took the second half more solidly, nishing 17-I3.

also stands for "criminal sexual conduct,") and Jon, the me) was trying to run back and forth between two sites Meanwhile, on the Women's side of things, Carleton

captain of the Michigan team, put on a great show, even and make sure every thing was going smoothly. breezed through to justify their number one seed, beating

in the face of my rain-god powers. There were 18 Open Fortunately, when Sunday morning rolled around, there Colorado, who beat Denver in the rst round on the ironi-

Division teams and 9 Women's teams present to enjoy was enough space at one site to have both divisions cally named "Sun-day." Indiana, coming from the number

the competition and the weather, and most of them were there. Unfortunately, when I got up at 7:00 a.m., it was two spot in Carleton's pool, beat Notre Dame in the rst

just glad it wasn't snowing. 40 degrees, raining, and windy. Of course, it's weather round, and pulled out the victory against Vlsconsin in the

In the open division, Carleton, co-captained by one of like that that shows what teams are really made of. In the second round. In the nals, Carleton handed Indiana the

my look-alikes, and Colorado, sans the other look-alike, rst round of the Open Division, Notre Dame stepped up bagel award, shutting them out 12-0. Bob Flynn, Indiana's

dominated their pools, while the defending champions to the rain-god's challenge and traded points with coach told me afterwards that since they had already

from Madison lost their pool's title to the gang from Carleton, working their zone like time-weathered ('scuse played Syzygy once, (Continued on next page)
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'[oumamei1L|!|eiiiis
- The UPA is creating a Grand Prix series that started What are the toumament requirements for getting eld, why should we be making every call on how you

March lst '98. I, (henry.thorne@upa.org), am responsi- into the GP? play?
ble for making it happen; our group All toumeys wanting to get into the GP will have to be 3
(upa_grand_prix@upa.org), is responsible for dening it; star toumeys, plus the following requirements: ln '98, the UPA will use the simple roster (SR) system

- the UPA administration (upa_hq@upa.org), is responsi- Be UPA sanctioned; for ranking teams. The SR system will allow you to go
ble for doing it Send all game scores to UPA HQ for updating of the to whatever tourney you want, whenever you want,

The UPA Grand Prix Series connects a series of exist- LADDER system; called whatever you want. That team collects GP
ing tournaments culminating in a Grand Finale touma- Have water and bathroom facilities; points: I for entering, I for making quarters, I for mak-
ment. The connection is a ranking system that qualies Have a printed schedule with a eld layout map; ing semis, 1 for making nals, 1 for winning. Those
teams for the Finale. For '98 this simple system awards Have food on site for the players; numbers double for the iMajorsi. The Finale tourna-
teams that attend series events, points for entering and Have Div ll alternatives for the M; selection and seeding is based on the result-
advancing in the any toumeys they enter. The series Have lined elds for the semis and nals. with a team in the l-“male, you must
comprises both Open and Women's Divisions each con- with that team in the previous Fall

What are the requirements for a 2 GP events with that team.
toumey to be a "Major" GP quali-uPA oRANn PRIX sERI ES er? UPA in '99 will be xed Roster with

by Henry Thorne Majors the following addi- (it's magic.) A

erlielei
taining A and B sub-Divisions. and Co- Have tourney discs or The_,-ii-ind wonderful culture of Ultimate

iorianditmakesto eeidsiinedioriti °ftee"‘lelmehehsdurlhglhe5PFl"8e"d
The UPA sanctions during the Have an info tent and seasons. Some, if not most of the feature

late Vlnter, Spring, Finale date is not in the of this season involve prominent collec-
yet set for '98, it August 15th, or of players guised under a variety of names. This

And we like it. Travel expenses, non-Ultimate careers (some-

Wbv is the"PA Prix (GP) Series? veer 1? thins we bevent been able re stamp but). marriages.
The purpose (GP) is to strengthen "Double the children, and lives outside of Ultimate (another loath-

a ranking should increase the Have had 5 §iqualiers in the the machinery of Ultimate is fundamental and not
importance and It should previous something we can or want to live without. I say regret-

ebb add value te i>er- ieblv because bf course we need e xed teeter Set fer
ticipation in thesport; How ' the series to have any validity at all. This is a funda-
Ultimate; possibly leading to and Any apply Prix mental conflict that no Grand Prix concept has yet
increasing the worth of Ultimate to potential sponsors. series e-mail to solved.

How big will the GP Series be? all pertinent informati8hl"'labout your Resolution:
The GP series will start out this year with 10 to 20 in your message. The solution is to x the Grand Prix Series team rosters

toumeys spread evenly through the regions. The num- before the series begins, then allow the players to oat
ber is limited only by the number of toumeys that rule sets will the qualier tournaments use? at the qualifying tourneys. Float as in, you play with
to participate, and the qualication standards they The 9th edition is preferred. But toumeys are allowed whomever you want, called whatever, whenever you
meet. The number of tourneys entering the to modify the rules as they see t. feel like it, just like you do today. But, and here's the
the future will not be limited. Although it's the UPA'S lob as the Primal)’ organizing magical Part, we keep track of Your accumulation of

body of the sport to dene the rules of the game, we individual points and apply them to your xed Grand
Are there different "levels" of GP qualier toumeys? don't think we have all the answers or even all the Prix Series roster. The Finale teams are then selected
Some tournaments will be considered "Major" and will ideas. Many recent experiments with rules and formats and seeded according to the sum of the individual
distribute twice the GP points to teams. As the number have brought good new ideas to the game. We will points on each roster. We call this the individual points
of toumeys grows beyond 24, the "Double Major" cate- therefore allow and even encourage tournaments to (IP) system. End result, we get our series and our cul-
gory will be introduced. Only a few toumeys will be of experiment with the rules. The players can vote with ture too. " ~ ‘

this caliber and they will each distribute double the GP their cleats in an open market. This only cranks up the -

points of the "Majors." ability of toumeys to differentiate and distinguish them- For more information email upa_grand__prix@upa.org.
selves even further. If we don't make your calls on the

Atlanta, GA
This year, Terminus was part of the new UPA Grand Prix, featured as a Retired to Stud 3, a Grand Prix tournament held in Doylestown, PA on April

:'Mel°"' el/ehh The leeetleh W35 the Same 35 elW_eY5i at the Pele Fields hofth Of WW" 4th, was a rousing success. I6 teams from 7 states and DC attended. Due
in Cumming, GA, but the weather was the worst in recent memory. Saturday was to Conicts with penn State and |:oo|s' the,-e was no wemenis Division

c°ld' d_a'k' arld wl"dY' Men's "A" Division play was
According to the d d b Y. |Atlanta Fl ing Disc Club wee.»-[eh-~~-lee Retina ta gtud 3 ..‘i.T."£‘.”.§.i. $21. ;..'.‘;.Z';? the' mommg of-the went’ - -ff "B" Division teams were crushederminus I998 "'eW'"€‘<'?"' bie~e~e=~=~ -f I W by the misplaced Karmakaze

by Jennifer Christianson lglciflastagsnlg; it‘ as from Dc (they Sheujd have

T Angharaga, Alaska than been in "A" division, but had never played in a tourney before and had no
in Atlanta. However, 48 well-bundled-up teams braved the weather and hit the elds players who had played club so I didn't bump ‘em up to "A"). "C" Division
running bright and early Saturday morning in ve different divisions- Open, College was won by Dartmouth B. After the games, people retired to the Armory for
Me", W0me"'$ A. W°me"'$ B, ehd Cellege W°'heh- Befele the leumemeht he8eh- e a hot catered meal and beer on tap. Siloam, a spiritual ministry for those liv-
vote was conducted via the Internet to decide whether the event would be played ing with A|D5/HN in phi|ade|phia' received the teumamemis $1,000 ovef-
under the Callahan Rules. After some debate, the teams choee a toned-down, self- age Thanks PADA for the hejp with insurance! See
enforced version of the Rules. This modied system was designed to get some of the wwweanniftnet/rte/toumey4_htm| for RTS 4 in Sept/Oct ‘gee
benets such as speeding up the time in between pulls, offsides penalties, and
rewarding pulls that land deep in the end zone, but without the stress and administra- """ J ---- --

tive hassle of obsen/ers with stopwatches in hand. ll

In the Women's A Division, Large Mouth Trout (Chicago) was the top seed. Rare
Air (Colorado, plus a couple Ozone alumnae from Boston and the west coast), the
Hucksters (Sarasota), and Discgrace formed the rest of pool A. On the other side,
Philly Peppers (Terminus 1997 champions) were seeded ahead of the home team
Ozone. Trigger Happy and Backhoe (North Carolina) rounded out the pool. Ozone,
looking like a team on a mission, took their pool and went on to defeat Rare Air in the
nals. (continued on page 40)
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Memorial Day weekend in Santa Barbara was just that. waste no time and put the disc in for the winning goal. #7 Hyperion 13-10. The Fog gave life to the Potted Plants with

Great weather, good elds, bagels, fruit, water & your own seed Hammerheads started their climb up by seeing their a 13-6 Ictory. Hyperion with 1-5 record had a bye in

home brew, made it a Classic Ultimate weekend. Men's way through the Fog 11-7 in their capped game. Round 3, round 7. This round was wild, with the climbing

Division I & II and Women's Seeding on Saturday looked Full Nelson didn't Recover from the (chris Weber) T.O. and Hammerheads running into a Burbank's version of a Full

like this. lost to #2 Seed Ragnarok 13-9. Hammerheads fall to Nelson, the (loose) Zone. Full Nelson still drunk enough to

Calistona 13-6. Calistona unbeaten, goes into round 4, win 13-10. Burbank is hoping that death to T.O. is upon

Men's Div. I Men's Div. ll Women's beats Ragnarok 13-11. Hammerheads continue their climb them. A Potted Plant Vlctory would send it to a ve way tie

1. Heatbags 1. Full Nelson 1. Safari by beating Potted Plants 13-10. Hyperion also sees a victo- at 4-2 but O.T. T.O. lives, Calistona smokes the Plants 13-9.

I 2. Dumphuck 2. Ragnarok 2. Illage Pearboy ry in the Fog 13-10. Full Nelson coming off a bye takes Calistona takes 1st with a 5-1 record, and three teams with

‘ 3 . San Diego 3. Calistona 3. Fury their frustrations out on Hyperion 13-6. Iron 8 man squad 4-2 go to + - in head to head games. The climb continues

4. Condors 4. Hyperion 4. Fresh Toast Ragnarok runs out of gas and loses 13-8 to the still climb- with Hammerheads +2, Ragnarok -1, and stumbling Full

5. Los Guapos 5. Potted Plants 5. Sugar ing Hammerheads. Calistona beats Fog 13-4, to stay Nelson -1. Fog got Classic '98 fun in the sun with a 0-6.

6. Pirates 6. Fog 6. Spinderella unbeaten. At the end of the day the records have changed Potted Plants (3-3), Played Hyperion (1-4) for 5th Place. In

7. Black Tide 7. Hammerheads 7. Burning Skirts the seedings. Ragnarok & Hyperion had no byes on a shortened game to 11, Hyperion handed the Plants their

8. Sake Bomb Saturday. Full Nelson looked to Drink Chris Weber to death second straight loss 11-8, to end this years Classic growth.

in the Night. Ragnarok with only 8, wasn't willing to play for 3rd, so a

Men's Div. II had a Round Robin Format six games in boat race was issued by the well primed staggering

seven rounds, ve rounds on Saturday. Round 2 is where 1. Calistona 4-0 Nelson's from Burbank. Vlth 3rd place unhappily in their

it all started with #1 seed Full Nelson (Burbank) losing to 2. Hammerheads 3-1 belts, they grabbed more beer, and tried again to drown

Potted Plants (Santa Barbara) in a Tournament Rule of NO 3. Ragnarok 3-2 the fact that two teams they beat that day were playing for

TIME OUTS AFTER SOFT CAP. Burbank's Captain was a no 4. Potted Plants 2-2 the Division ll Championship, because of the (chris Weber)

show at Captains Meeting. So with game at 9-7 soft cap 5. Full Nelson 2-2 Time Out Maybe they will send someone to the Captains

was on, game is to 11. Full Nelson got the next point mak- 6. Hyperion 1-4 meeting next tourney. Calistona Takes the Division II title

ing it 10-7. Full Nelson had two throwaways to make the 7. Fog 0-4 with a 13-6 victory over nished climbing Hammerheads.

score 10-9, then worked the disc up to mid-eld and called All of the DIV. II Teams thank Steve Dugan and all his vol-

the (chris Weber) ‘lime Out not knowing the Tournament Sunday's Rounds hold the key to the Championship unteers for supplying us with a CLASSIC ULTIMATE WEEK

' Rule. Potted Plants had no mercy and put it in to bring the Game or the Constellation 3rd-4th or 5th-6th. In Round 6, END. And Burbank thanks Judd Nelson for sponsoring

score to a tie 10-10. Hard cap is called next point wins. Full Nelson looked to have drank enough to beat Calistona their Chris Weber experience.

Burbank throws the rst pass away and Potted Plants 13-6. Hammerheads continued their climb stepping over

Photo Info:
A: "Jacob Seider up for the goal in the nals"
B: "Andy Crews skies to snag the hammer one handed in the-

feature game"
C: A little to fast there...
D: "Steve Dugan skies to block a floater in the nals"
E: Putting up the flick in the women's finals

~>-»L’¥%n-.,
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It is jaw-dropping and rejuvenating an open letter in March to all BUDA participation as players and team leaders new road: Start your leagues with gen-
when protest begets progress. In July of League players, BUDA President and co- remains to be seen. INill three women on der-even rosters from the get-go. (Maybe
I997, I broadcast an editorial to the founder, Raphael Savir, hailed the 4/3 the eld effect a truly Co-ed experience? BUDA Fall league can do this in its 4/3
Boston Ultimate Disk Alliance (BUDA) metamorphosis as "the most exciting Time will tell. However, I believe that we Division!) Avoid the skewed dynamic that
Corporate League captains describing my change in the BUDA Leagues since BUDA will see very positive changes arising 6-I, and 5-2 engenders (no pun intend-

I

I

4

' disappointment and frustration as a was founded in I990." from this initial step of a 4/3 division in ed). A separate open division could eld ‘

Ofh' D’ dFllL ll " I B'itit't e sixty- BU As Corporate an a eagues. a remaining p ayers. y in a mg a

nine BUDA Corporate It has been a long hard road to get to league with incentives to recruit womenBuDA. 3 4 teams, fteen (22%) where we are today. Those of us who into this awesome game, you will set the
by Lynn Weissman are now 4/3 (includ- are seasoned players can remember the standard for years to come. Most impor-

ing mine, a new days when captains would say, "You put tantly, you will foster the full integration
team). Striking com- your woman in, we'll put our woman in." of women into this awesome sport, and

female player turned away from 5/2 cor- petitiveness marks this cadre. Six of the And we remember the changes that 6-I, everyone will have a more fun Co-ed
porate teams because they had "too fteen 4/3 teams were Division I in I991 and 5-2 brought. I could talk about the experience.
many women" (UPA Newsletter, including 3 semi-nalists. Six were Div ll, potholes on the way, but I'd rather speak The Spirit of the Game is being nur-
I /24/98, p.24). Seeking resolution to this including two semi-nalists. The remain- about walking down a new and better road. tured by those rising to the challenge of
twist of balance, I proposed that BUDA ing three are new teams, of which two The new road begins with truly Co-ed cultivating 4/3 teams. The seeds of
advance their leagues to a 4/3 gender claim players from reigning club national Ultimate. I see a future of gender-even change are sown. Watch us and better
ratio from 5/2. champion teams DoG and Godiva. This rosters, captains’ meetings with as many yet help us grow.

After heated debate among local play- elite level is both impressive and exclu— women as men, "Co-ed" meaning 4/3
ers and within teams, BUDA is now sive. Hopefully, 4/3 Corporate teams will for all mixed leagues, and the "4" mean- Written in collaboration with Marlena
debuting its rst 4/3 pool, in its I998 span a broader spectrum in coming years. ing sometimes 4 women. Erdos, Cambridge, MA
Corporate League, and will host a 4/3 How the Corporate and Fall League I would like to urge nascent Ultimate
division in its upcoming Fall League. In 4/3 divisions will actually affect women's leagues to take their rst steps on the

I was feeling kind of sad this spring. on mutual understanding of the rules. contest" no yelling and spitting about it." to the end zone on a long huck was a

Reading about obsen/er dilemmas, spit- Anyone can win by making ungracious "Spirit of the Game is the ability to challenge in itself, but my rst layout D

ting, and college women cheating, or calls, but how good can that feel? So, play fair yet compete as hard as you can. was about a leap of faith that set a re
watching players tattle and taunt can players learn negotiation skills that It's Respect for your fellow players and for my spirit for the game."

your opponents." "I believe self-regulation imposes a

- - - "The one thing I'll always remember very responsible attitude among young
about Ultimate is the friendships I've athletes. The concept of Spirit of the
developed over the years. Some of these Game is very well received at all of my

BY J°eY Gray bonds will be lifelong and I feel very for- teacher presentations."
tunate for that." "The spirit of Ultimate is an ever-pre-

wear on one's belief that true athleticism emphasize mutual respect We want to "I want everyone to have the opportu- sent attitude of RESPECT for another ath-
is the search for balance between mind, have fun playing well, so we constantly nity to take from Ultimate what I have lete's ability to compete at his/her poten-
body and spirit. Then I started receiving seek that balance of ego and community gotten: a strong and stable self-image tial. It's an appreciation for the opportuni-
applications for the US Co-ed team from called Spirit of the Game. and an ability to combine respect and ty to participate within the stated guide-
wonderful players around the country Spirit of the Game has to be on the competition in a positive way." lines of the sport."
and was refreshed by a universal love for rise, in Ultimate and throughout society,
the sport and its spirit. These, and play- because technology has brought us an
ers like them, are the important people. era where survival means valuing brains

I wanted an observer once. While over brawn. It doesn't matter anymore
playing "in the Zone" during nals at Ho- that my teammates can tackle your team-
Down in '96, the disc went out of mates to annihilate your key player.
bounds, or something, and neither my Because it can't matter anymore that my
defender nor I had a clue what hap- country can blow up your country - every-
pened, much less where to re-start. one knows the worldwide devastation
Dnce. In 9 years of obsessive playing. caused by nuclear weapons, and every-
Does this warrant creating an institution one knows we're ALL worse off when
of refs for Ultimate? I doubt it. balance is lost. If the games we play

While traveling with a NCAA Division I reflect the society we live in, then there's
basketball team for a season, I learned a damn good reason kids need to learn
up-close how ineffective referees can be. the negotiation skills that Ultimate teach-
Refs, even well trained, can make or es. And we're their examples:
break a game with one signicant call or "Spirit of the game creates team unity.
not—call, or with a series of calls that not Spirit of the Game results in fewer dis-
only affect the outcome but players’ psy- putes and peaceful resolution of
che as well. Sure, the guys got angry inevitable disputes. Spirit of the Game is

about it. Is this any different than being concern with what you are doing, not
disappointed in an opponent in Ultimate beating the rules. Spirit of the game "Co-ed Ultimate is more involved with "UItimate was such an important and 1

who directly disses you with a bad call or means more fun, and great public rela- how a team works together. Integrating positive part of my emotional, physical,
unsafe play? Probably. tions for Ultimate, that results in more team members with varying skill levels and social maturation. I want others to

In reffed sports, everyone agrees to available elds for more tournaments becomes more important than putting have the same opportunity." J

disa ree b hirin outsiders to enalize world wide!" the best la ers forward. Co-ed Ultimate "I ke t ettin better and more8 Y 8 P P Y P 8 8
the infractions they manage to catch. "We completely gelled and every sin- puts people in situations where adjust- intense. And you know, one day I was
Players are taught to constantly push the gle player rose their game to the highest ment, accommodation, and inclusion thinking back to college, wondering what
bounda of "what ou can et awa level. We ended u winnin . But the result in a better team and a better ex e- made me so excited to s end 20 hours aTY Y 8 Y P 8 P P
with." Hirin trainin and administerin reat art wasn't necessaril winnin - it rience. This makes it an excellent model week runnin around a eld, and I real-8 8 8 8 P Y 8 8
the outsiders costs a lot, and over time, was seein eve one et a look of deter- for learnin and a I in im ortant life ized that it was love. Love for my team-8 W 8 8 PP Y 8 P
the outsiders‘ resence affects the nature mination and turnin it into somethin ." skills. Co-ed Ultimate is the best ar u- mates just as much as for the game."P 8 8 8
of the game - for better or worse, who "Spirit of the Game is to ‘be cool.’ Play ment for participation in sports I have "l l0V8 t0 play. give and leah, afld l

knows. But in the end, they don't solve hard, be better, but don't be an asshole. ever experienced." l°Ve the Pe°Ple l meet The IP05‘ melee‘
the fundamental problems their existence NO deliberate fouling... and don't huck to "We must have slid I5 feet on our bel- ‘Ne cam§"aFle"e can be expel“-fnced on
was institutionalized for in the first place a 6'4" Deep being covered by a 5'3" lies. I was so excited to be playing with 3? a‘ht'§F'¢ elda l Iovelto e|x%e€'e2c?

- - - - - ese insan amaso a 0 e- players will cheat, and games will be woman. Be considerate about misunder- so many great people in one place. I provide angd thgse opportm
won urlifairly. stooqd Tl|Jll(BS, not Icocky. No spiking, no had nelver played with so many fun-lov- ties for Others of an Sports We ‘ayed,

In U timate, sustainingt e_game itse tras ta ing (un ess they re friends like ing, ski led, weather-be-damned great msbee is the most owing’ free and cre_
is more important than winning at all that), no dangerous play and make your people. My opponent was a top player ativel a||oWing participation at an ages’
costs. Players agree to cooperate based own calls fairly. And it's "contest" or "no and competing step for step all the way genders, and abiimes That-S Why | continue to
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millions of dollars or have a shoe con- stay at the beach. It was a gorgeous A group of Ultimate players went to

tract. He is just a man who happens to Hawaiian day. Ocean temperature - 75 Gordon Biersch to celebrate a few of us

have incredible skill, athletic ability, and degrees. Absolute heaven! I spent the getting our Master's and one graduating

experience. He treated me like one of day playing catch and laying out into the from Law School. The band playing that

~ Q the guys. I did not get the, "I am God's ocean. No rocks, no reef, just sand, sun, night: Sunburn. Topic of conversation:

' - JULY ’ Q8 .. -" gift to Ultimate," ego and attitude from and water. Simple pleasure in life. All I Classic Prom Stories. Lei from Nancy -

him. need is one person to throw with and Mahalo. Watch the Full Monty with

The tournament was killer. Great food, I'm happy. Later that day Alex and Kevin Darlene. Gave me more incentive to play

V, great people, outstanding Ultimate scene. (two Ultimate players) took me to naked with my last point in Hawaii.

r
Kodiak playing their last point in the Pounders Beach to body surf. These two Duke's with the sunburn five. Pictures on

I am writing these comments on a Red buff—classic. Even more classic was the guys have outstanding form. Me, I Waikiki Beach. Donuts with Darlene. My

Eye flight from Hawaii to Los Angeles. I woman who ran from the sidelines, almost broke my neck. I knew it was my last league game: May 18th. I didn't

have just spent 4 months on Oahu doing joined their circular huddle and preceded time to watch from the shore after I did a play naked due to the presence of par-

my graduate internship. Before leaving to take pictures. The team shirt, ever, full flip unden/vater while feeling the bot- ents of one of my teammates. Hugh,

for Oahu I made sure I contacted HULA Hula Hands. tom and losing my watch and ponytail Cristy, another time we'll do it. I had to

(Hawaiian Ultimate League Association). This weekend is where I began to feel holder. How did we celebrate such a leave, my flight was later that night. I am

Plain and simple this letter describes my the spirit of Hawaiian Ultimate. My 27th memorable day? Great Thai food. proud to say the last thing I did in Hawaii

fabulous experience playing Ultimate birthday was celebrated with Ultimate After another night of great Thai food. was play Ultimate with an incredible

again after not playing for 5 months due players at Auntie Pasta's. Once again, a group of Ultimate players chose to play group of people. I did not want to leave.

to a sprained ankle. great food, great company. darts at Anna Bananas. Team darts was I looked back at the field until it was out

March I9th, I998 - My first Ultimate a bunch of fun. My lovely, bouncy part- of sight. These people had an effect on

- game in 5 months. What a wonderful ner Darlene; we'll beat them next time. me. I'll miss playing with people with

feeling! Coed spring league. Very much "Somebody please get a bulls—eye, the such unique names such as Blue, Fabio,

enjoyed playing with my team, Pekkled bar is closing." Harpo's Pizza. "How big Gumby, and Shaggy.

by Dan Hoes Vana and other ve teams Started a tra- is I ' 7" It 't f d I H " th d m thin s differ-. your arge ma am. says I can ee n awaii, ey o so e g

dition of playing in a rayon shirt or a 3-4 hungry adults. It doesn't say it can ently. "How are you doing, "or ‘What's

I remember the rst day I rode my muumuu. Satomi's Eggplant Lasagna - feed 3-4 Ultimate players. Topic of con- up?" are not said. "Hovvzit", is a popular

bike to ala Moana Park where the group Oh my gosh that was good! Satomi's versation: unique ways to catch the disc. greeting. Instead of the standard busi-

plays twice a week. I saw through the surprise baby shower. Fifteen drunk "Cleavage catch, Can it be done?" ness like handshake, it is more laid back

trees-discs flying—and a big smile came woman trying to stay quiet. Playing with Bowling at the Circa. 1970's keep your and cool. Men and women greet each

upon my face. For a while I just threw my Fleece Flyer. Dave rapping, Shane own score alley. "Come on baby, I know other with a hug and kiss on the cheek.

with the group until I could run and and Grant jamming. Camping at I can break IO0." On special occasions people are given

jump on my ankle. I volunteered at the Malaekahana State Waimanalo Beach 5 hours in the sun leis. Very cool! I would like to take this

Kajmana |(|a55jk Eleven Tgujrnament Park Sitting 3|-Qund .. lavino niif infn H19 nrean. l was in heaven. moment and thank all tl'I€ Ultimate play-

Gorgeous, breathtaking scenery at the the campre shot taking my visit

Waimanalo Polo Fields. For two nights I ing the breeze. 2. I already miss

was the bartender serving different f|a- Sunday, April ha, Dan Haas

' vors of Ali'I beer. One of the Double 26, I998 - One o Airhaas@hot-

r

mail.com
,;.

Happiness players ( playing for Nektar those disc days

Hagen) offered his sen/ices to assist me I'll never forget.

with serving beer. This is one of the Instead of play- 5

numerous wonderful aspects of the sport ing two
of Ultimate. Here I am, average college Ultimate games

player hanging out with one of the better a group of us

players in the world. He doesn't make decided to

‘red of regular Ultimate? Finding your In typical
favorite sport needs a little pick- me-up? small world
How about a change of scenery? fashion, sed to play with

Consider playing Ultimate in Costa Rica. Ultimate em

Not only is the local crowd friendly and players
very open to have people join them, they gravitate .2;

years ago and

fortunately,
pical Costa Rican

are organizing a tournament to show off together. I hion, something

their country this Christmas Holiday met Quint ii .d happened to

I998-I999! and Todd on the 2 disc. So, in the

There's Ultimate in Costa Rica? Sure, Ultimate field aft ' of international

why not! We're talking about a safe, with them via en dship, I gave

Central American country that is known mental programs n one of mine. If

for its environmental protection, natural volunteer help they might need. o" ° ""e""e°‘“’Y ‘"5"‘ “‘ “""' ' I you are in that area,

Speaking of which Costa hours, ro o eorrege eorreo EARr_rr' rh stop b Sunda s and

Rica is a wonderful country oooorreS' o oSAro rohoeo ogrreorroror ask for Danier Y Y
school in the banana growing region

in which to spend some This SCAOOI had the nicest ;OadS hr“ tlée If_you are looking for a chance to mix

time as a traveler, as a vol- _ tourism with Ultimate, then you should

by Drew Turehmi lust came back rrom three months '" C°9ra Rlca unteer for a local non-prof- eoohrry eho o orosh orhrerre eorhprex' be interested in the Costa Rican Traveling

it, or as a student. They rhey orso hoo oh evro group or eo'eo e,or' Hat Tournament, scheduled for Dec. 29 -

beauty, mellow sense of time, large pop- have great windsurng, surng, diving, rege prayers rrorh rhe U5‘ oho Cosro Rreo Jan. 6. The ticos will offer disc in three

ulation of foreigners, and open culture. fishing, and birding if you can envision lost reerhrhg the game‘ They gave he or_o sites around the country, a rafting trip on

That makes it as likely a place to have mixing a vacation with Ultimate. erosry Vererohs o roh ror rhe rhohe_y' rr '5 the internationally known Pacuare River,

Ultimate as any, wouldn't you say? The gang usually plays Wednesdays reorry greor to See oeoore orseoyerrhg the a New Year's Bash on the Carribean

There has been a regular pick-up and Sundays, although Saturdays aren't Sport oho ehloyrhg rt" Who cores rr some coast (known for its rasta culture, if you

game in San Jose for more than ve unheard of, as well. Ad hoc golf happens or rhe heweorhers rake, o rew exrro Sreos catch my drift, man), a closing party, and

years, x-pats like Tim Robinson from whenever more than one person heads or oohr qorre have e rrrek' yer‘ rhere time to discover some of the great won-

UCSB told me. There is a regular core of off with a disc in their hand. Pick-up woshr o Srhgre Corr rhe Whore hr3hr' ders Costa Rica offers. Mark and Tim

”Ticos" (that is what Costa Ricans call happens at the University of Costa Rica rrowrs rhor ror _5o'rrr? rhorrks ror rhe hos" (the organizers) are sure it will ll up and

themselves) like Raul and Orley, who Sabanilla athletic elds on the fields in orrorrry eARrrrr'hg5' _ be a great time. If you want more infor-

have played together for a very long time. the very back, I km Northeast of the r orso rooho heos oho rorerghers mation, check out their web page or con-

They learn new tricks and get new discs campus on the road to the town of orooho rhe eoohrry ro r_hroW Wrrh' r tact Tim Robinson at robinson@una.ca.cr.

from the foreigners, mostly Americans, Sabanilla. Staijt times are erratic, and oroyeo oh r_he oeoeh Wrrh oreg' e re year I Phone Mark 506-265-6142, they are on

that come down as students or to work they periodically get kicked off the elds oro who Soro he oroyeo ohee or rwree rh Mountain time in the U.S. and folks go to

in Costa Rica. Some of your old college (Ultimate is the same the world over). hrgh Sehoor' oho rheh rhrew o 4o yoro bed kinda early on weeknights.

buddies are doing their part to export So, for best results, contact folks by email rr'ek' Where re he gorhg ro eorreger r So, remember, next time you pack

our game around the world. I saw discs, ahead of time or call. See the contacts orso oroyeo Wrrh some yoohgheos rh o your bags for that much needed vacation,

T-shirts, and shorts from Wesleyen, listed at the end of this article. rowh eorreo rrorrrro hear oorhrhreor wherr remember to throw two discs in there.

Oberlin, Oregon, and other ne alma Ultimate isn't limited just to the capi- rhey rook e oreok rrorh rh_err Soeeer _ You never know what chances there

maters. tal, either. These folks are so committed game‘ They roro rhe a grrhgo heo gryeh might be.

them a disc two

.
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play it above all. Okay, so I can't resist. I can't help it It's a part awesome. Anything I can do to help is my way of giving back represents sportsmanship, fair play, and fun for all players. Spirit

of me." to the sport and a way to share something special with others." of the Game is the essence of Ultimate - the cheers (and slags),

Spirit of the Game is to play competitively, but not to win at the camaraderie towards fellow players, the extracurricular

. all costs. Spirit of the Game activities Spirit of the Game is what drew me to the sport 8. is

Spirit is help- How to explain what will keep me in it... well probably forever. Ultimate is not

ing someone It's the special energy inside Ultimate without SOTG."

-

make the The bubbling froth, hard to hide "Spirit of the Game is leading by example."

correct call, The style in your smiles "Everybody pulls for everybody else; ego is sublimated in

not yelling at That makes you run for miles favor of the greater glory of the game and players enjoying it"

someone to make the call you want. Spirit is returning the disc Consideration of others "As we stood on the line awaiting the pull, the crowd started

to a new player who makes a violation he has no idea he or Sisters running with brothers to quietly applaud, then sustained applause for over a minute.

she is making. Spirit is playing a hard fought game, then telling Safety applied to play On the line, I remember the hair on my neck stood up. I've

tall tales with your opponent afterwards." Positive in what you say always thought, this was an acknowledgment of the team and

"I love the sport The people are a special group, the envi- Spreading happy and lling ears its commitment to fair play and Spirit of the Game."

ronment of Ultimate is warm and friendly, and it's nice to be Wrth creative, funny amazing cheers "Once in awhile in an Ultimate game you go to absolute

around all this and to help it grow and to recreate it elsewhere. That which lifts us up above war, with an individual, or maybe an entire team. It may be

People sometimes get annoyed when I go televangelist and So we may share the love when you're the two hottest players on the eld that day, or

hound people into playing, but they're never sorry." when your teams trade every point, or maybe when you're

"My best moment in Ultimate was when my team won the "We sang and we danced and we challenged every oppo- down by eight and bring it back to within two. It's these times,

SOTG award. Although we got stomped, it was amazing to nent to a dip and we were awarded the Spirit of the Game when you and the person you're matched up against are caked

stand next to the champions - receive a killer fruit basket - and award. Utter disbelief struck Forming the rst Ultimate team with dirt and drenched in sweat, when you've already left it all

get cheered as loud as the folks who won it" was the original goal, going to Worlds pure fantasy, but to get on the eld but still nd some way to run hard, that you nd

"Spirit of the game is similar to marshal arts philosophy, there and bring back the Spirit of the Game award when the out about the real players. It's when you inspire your opponent

where you learn all these techniques that could potentially players themselves never thought they were capable of playing and they inspire you not just to keep going, but to raise your

injure others, but you also learn honor and discipline. These with respect, honor, and joy was the formula for dumbstruck level of play. And in the midst of the war, knowing only one of

principles guide your actions so you only use your knowledge ecstasy." you can win, you play against your opponent the way you wish

for defense. Spirit of the game is the embodiment of honor "lt is amazing to watch the transition kids go through as they they'd play against you: with everything you've got left, respect-

that all players must have in the sport. To me it's realizing that learn to respect each other and the spirit with which Ultimate ing their efforts and their calls, because you know that no mat-

playing hard is important but that playing fairly and with honor should be played." ter how bad they want to win, they're going to do it fairly. And

is vastly more important than winning." "The lessons we can learn from Co-ed play are ones we when it's all over, when no matter what the outcome, you

"I shifted to Ultimate because of my love of Spirit. I enjoy must incorporate into our daily lives to enhance the way men shake hands, look your opponent in the eye with a stare of

the sport of Ultimate, but the friends I've made and the fun I've and women deal with one another in society." mutual respect and say ‘nice D,’ that's Spirit of the Game."

had playing in games, watching games and partying has been "Spirit of the Game separates Ultimate from other sports - it l\l ' l
OK, both teams are going to "do their own thing" or "play their upwind score (the wind had come back strong to startthe sec- point at 19-I7.

own game". Got that. Anything else to look for? ond half.) Two big D's, one by Husak and the other from Blood's lt was a huge point forthe Tide. Stanford had the opportunity

Payne outlined a game plan for Stanford; "Swinging itto the Mike Chevalier returned the disc to Stanford. They tied the to tie the game going downwind, but instead forced two throws,

man that's poached. And when on D, we're probably going to game on an immediate Payne huck that Matt Broaddus was allowing UCSB to take the turnover and score going upwind.

front them a lot. They don't have the deep capacity they once able to pick up after itwent awry. You could sense UCSB rewing up to put the game away.

used to." The Tide countered with two more and itwas 15-I3, UCSB. They were pulling downwind to Stanford. A patented Payne

Studarus wouldn't go into specifics, "l give credit to them, Stanford needed a little luck on the next play as Zalisk caught a huck would not be easy going upwind. Still, Stanford had more

they're great players. But we're the Black Tide. When it comes tipped pass off a stall 9 throw for the score. At this point the than a chance. But not if Jim Regetz could help it. He saw an

to Nationals, that's our tournament. We've won Nationals five , game began to get sloppy. opening and took it, making a huge layout block nary 20 yards

times and Regionals once. We don't train for Sectionals or Both teams were running out of gas. Payne had been carry- from the Stanford goal line. UCSB had the disc with an easy

Regionals. We peak at Nationals." ing the team up to this point, with help from sophomore Zalisk, chance to win the game.

The teams had to wait a good two hours before the final whereas Black Tide felt comfortable having Dan Wachter, Husak called time-out. Play resumed with all the fans on

could begin. But it wasn't in vain; they got to watch one of the Husak, Hall, and Studarus handle the disc. Jim Regetz and their feet. It looked like an isolation for Regetz, to reward him

best women's games ever. Adam Glimme also came up big for UCSB. with the game-winning catch. But he was covered well, so

Would UCSB repeat history or would Stanford's strong game But Stanford would not die. UCSB failed to convert an Husak let loose an inside-out forehand out in front of him. Too

unseat the defending champions? upwinder on the goal-line, allowing Payne to loft a big forehand far in front. Regetz had no chance at the disc. But Adam

Stanford pulled to UCSB, facing the wind. UCSB scored down the field. Although covered, Blood co-captain Alex "Sticky Glimme came charging from the back ofthe end zone and the

quickly on a Studarus huck to Mike Hall. Two Stanford turnovers Fingers" Young fingertipped the disc in the air and landed, mirac- disc landed comfortably in his arms. Point, match, game,

and a UCSB block led to two more Black Tide points, both ulously, in the end zone to tie the game at 15s. Championship forthe University of California Santa Barbara»

caught by senior Jim Regetz. A Tide turnover on the next point gave Stanford an opportuni- 20-17.

‘We wanted to come out strong and get the emotions high ty to score again, but they could not put it in on the goal-line. “That was pretty fortunate. It's nice to have teammates like

and just sort of ride the wave and hope that we could psyche They were giving UCSB too many chances, and that was dan- that that are going to pick that stuff up for you," said Husak after

them out in the end and psyche ourselves up to play well," I gerous. UCSB and their hat-wearing, beard-growing, yellow- the game, unwrapping a swollen ankle the size of a grapefruit.

explained "Hollywood" Husak. shirt wearing selves were getting fired-up again, ready to win "That [swill catch] hurts, but ittakes nothing away from

They got a good jump out of the gate. Could Stanford cope the game. They scored to take a late 16-15 advantage. UCSB. That's the way things go in Ultimate. You have your ups

with the loose and confident Black Tide style’? Would they tight- Mike Payne came right back with a big huck for a score, and downs, you have the wind take it one way, and that one

en up and fail to play "their game"? tying the game at 16s. I'm not sure that anyone could have went their way. It hurts, but it doesn't hurt any more than if they

Not with Mike Payne on the field. Payne carried the team in stopped him from putting the disc up. had converted on a spectacular play," commented soft-spoken

the first half, mainly on impressive hucks that were chased Payne was also guarding Studarus, and he did an excellent Alex Young.

down by different Blood players. That trend would continue in job of shutting him down. And Hollywood Husak, unbeknownst UCSB Black Tide completed their second three-peat. Only

the second half. to everyone, was playing with a badly injured ankle. The Tide one other team has managed to win Nationals more than once.

As the day eased towards 4 p.m. the winds subsided a little was going to need other people to step up. This season was dedicated to Mark "Sammy" Samuel, a

and the downwind/upwind designation lost its importance to ‘Honestly, I thought they might roll. I was a little worried. But member of last year's team who died tragically during this past

these veteran teams. Stanford put in the next two points to then we just put in our veterans and we got a lot of experience summer.

close to 2-3. The game was on. in and they played veteran-like, sucked it up a little bit, got two "Every time we were down or lacked attention, it was '0k this

Husak and Regetz were involved in the next five Black Tide discs back, and didn't turn it overtoo much," said Husak. one is for Sammy'," explained Studarus.

points, all in quick succession. Payne kept Stanford in the game, Seniors Jim Regetz and Adam Glimme did just that. Regetz The rivalry between Stanford and UCSB will no doubt continue

throwing six of Stanford's eight goals by half-time. connected on a layout bid in the end zone to give Tide a one- "I love going to war with these guys," relates Husak.

Both teams scored with regularity in the first half. Black Tide point lead. The next point seemed to relive Stanford's earlier "Hats off to Santa Barbara. They're a great team,“ says

veterans Husak, Regetz, Studarus, and Glimme spread the loss to Colorado: a Payne to Dodge miscommunication led to a Young. "But we're going to keep our heads high. The nice thing

wealth as they worked patiently against the zone and confident- turnover. UCSB converted and led I8-I6 in a game hard-capped about ourteam is everyone plays Ultimate because we love the

ly on downwind hucks. But they were unable to put Stanford in at 20. "
game and we love each other."

a first half hole like they wanted. Stanford felt comfortable putting the disc in the air, so why It was a good game to watch. The spirit on both sides of the

Instead, half-time found the Tide only up by two, ll-9. This not do it again? So what if it was upwind? Scott Johnston came field was more than exemplary. There were few foul calls.

game wasn't going to be a psyche-out victory for UCSB. Mike down with the swill in the end zone to narrow the gap for Congratulations to all teams. I had a grand time watching the

Payne and Stanford were not falling for that. Stanford, I7-I8, and force UCSB to score an upwinder. different styles from across the nation and excellent play

A block led to a UCSB score to startthe half. Stanford imme- The Tide couldn't hang onto the disc, but they were rescued throughout.

diately rallied, courtesy of silly Tide mistakes. A big huck from by a Studarus D block, then a great last second knock-down

Justin Deng to Jon Zalisk closed the gap I0-12, then a UCSB from Glimme on a Stanford huck. Dan Wachter patiently guided

throwaway on their own goal-line led to an easy Stanford the offense through the Blood zone and they scored for game

l"I'l
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. Gals and guys Ultimate stickers, both
0 s - -. -- ' 0- I 3‘°°'°'- '"°° =‘=° “UM $2-°° ==="="

mu Nationals om Quizjeal 009 om ay Ultimate spirit of cm» ,.,__ .

0- raft ww /c. /?u le - - - - - - R/-\BD- 'M M NW I‘? Diseraft White/(‘run/Org Discraft White/Gtaetc/Vurple Dreeraft 7- Lolor Design "Iv
unto-0 $8 Qwa-0 so 1>\.Y—r> $0 $96‘-p so Ream um 3 I Mm
U95 M\\b¢I'6 $7 UVA Members A $1 UVA Membe $1 U?A Members $1 p|_yU|_%_M $250 ' I

, ‘Nil l

1 I I N ‘0N L 97 Open Finals COPN97-V
1 J .. . . b

Capturing some of the ‘Greatest’ mo- SEMI-FINALS: $20 S‘*“‘f°’°‘ "S" ‘."“" °fB"“""l‘ °°'“'" "

The Ultimate Experience ULTEXP-V sao UPA Member: $24 19,7 COLLEGE NATIONALS VIDEOS I

The ultimate Ultimate Documentary lmed at the World Club Champiomhips in Using , 3 mm system ||,‘|'“A|'l KAY”;
Toronto, Canada

Stanfordvs UCSBOpen GIT IIOIIZONIAI.
$20 I:

F ls CWMN97-V $20 Trans arent2-colorwindow
;';;";$N"gm=}'s°."g=f;=ms='*"= UPA ;'gg,;;§,,,,,,,G_,,s g,';,,~;;ggy ”“’°""" "“ see? UPGH-M $2.50

ZIODQ In 3 8.
Q10"! V8 Pl\l"Y P9PP°"$ wMN5l96‘V WOMENS POOL PLAY GAMES: $15

F|NAL$= $25 » Rare Air vs Home Brood WPL961-V <> Ultimte lo
$°°l‘°'Y° W DOG °P"F95'V MENS POOL PLAY GlW|E$= $15 Hucksters vs Wild Roses WPL962-V
Ozone vs Godiva WWFWV Miami vs Philly OPL961-V Nemesis vs schwa wpL953.V License Plate Frames

Randall's Island vs BAT OPL962-V Godiva vs D3 Fence wpL954.v Block with White Lettering
U MASTERS FINALS: $25 D06 vs Nice Guys OPL963-V Jane N, vs Twists, WPL965-V miiiwi Hmssga

Love Handlers vs Windy City MSTOF96-V Z vs Snapple - OPL964-V phmy peppers vs Schwa wPL966-V "° "° °°‘
Swear vs Great Dames MSTWF96-V Boulder vs Foosiers OPL965-V p-|u¢k$ge; vs Hgme Broad wPL967-V

U?A Bot Anniversary
Lommemerative collection

05';
‘\0\\1rn:4,-1,, O

-.‘,. ' ‘*%

1968 1998

~§L;r' ¢ y
aq-brns or“ii

inf’!
'~

LOLOIIVVWTOS ON ?A6€ I5

gmh Andy"-“N pm, 10th Mnwuuq Magneto or
Output Stir-hr‘\;Ihtt0/Gznd/Purple wmdmunnmw

MM--M $9 No SI-ilplng Charges
Ul’*M""b"“ *9 ems-M $1No$I\IppIngLInrg00

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

LTIMATE TEACHING KI
Perfect guide for beginners of all ages. A great tool

for teaching Ultimate!
Kit includes: 20 Minute Instructional Video, Skills md Drills Mm-
ual, Teaching Kids Guide, Teaching Curiculum, 10 Simple Rules of s|.||pp|NG CHARGE; |1'EM TQTAL; 5
Ultimate, Complete Rules Handbook, Tips to Starting a High School Cqntinental U_$,A _ _ _ ,$4 50 i
Team, Ultimate Posters, md 2 UPA Approved Discs. ~ Hawaii, Alaska . . . . . . $6.00 SUB To-|-AL: 5 J

TEACH“, M International »

' “5 Surface Mail Add 25%
- - - - - - - SHIPPING cu/messU“ "\="‘b"= $39 Air Mail . . . . . . . . . Add 35% s I

ELLANEOUS ITEM

UPA 1995 NATIONALS MOUSEPAD
The rst ultimate mousepad... and a cool three color-design. "
3 color design MPADM $800 UPA Members $600 Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards at this time.
ULTIMATE UMBRELLAS
From Worlds '93 in Madison, toumament logo on umbrella
red and black UMB-M $8.00 UPA Members $7.00
SKILLS AND DRILLS MANUAL “AME
Great book for newcomers to the sport. Throwing, catching, strategy,
drills and more are covered in this beginners ultimate guide.

3
L11. rmsa/vrnouu cm? lg-4 l

ULTIMATE STUFF ORDER FORM
Make checks payable to: Ultimate Stuffl UPA

Send order to: Ultimate Stuff, P. O. Box 16403, Colo Springs, CO_80935
;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.1.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.1 §.;.1.1.;.1.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.3.3.;I;I;I;I;I31;)3I311ZjI;I;1;I;I;I11:1-Q1-Z;l;Z;I;I;I4I-1-1-Z-I~Z;Z~Z<I-I-Z~I-I-Z541-I‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ' ' ' - ~ ~ - - - - P-"1'-5 - - - F" - - - - - - - - - - - -

--i--_-1
‘ _

For more than5 . . . . . Add $1.00 TQTAL. I 3
non-misc items for each item '

over5 items
' grab bag bulk discs count as 10 items
’ no shipping charge for stickers I

SKILLS-P $10.00 UPA Members $8.00 P“°“E W/AREA CODE

UPA RULES BOOKLET
The ofcial rules of Ultimate in a small pocket-sized handbook. Perfect ADDRESS
to keep handy in your eld bag.

RULES-P $3.00 UPA Members $2.50

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO INJURY PREVENTION & FITNESS CIW, STATE, ZIP
Written by sports injury specialists and geared for Ultimate, this book
offers great tips and exercises for injury prevention and tness
impfQVemen{_ UPA # EXPIRATIQN DATE|NJPRV_P $6.00 UPA Members $500 (only needed if taking membership discount)
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